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Editorial
The Society’s October 2002 Weekend was a great
success. Having been held at the Union Jack Club,
Waterloo it meant that everything was under ‘one
roof’ without the necessity of having to disrupt
oneself by moving to one place or another. We
were fortunate enough to have enjoyed the
company of some of our overseas members and
friends from Belgium, Denmark, Finland and even
as far as the USA. The displays were of an
outstanding quality and content, and full marks to
all of those who displayed. The weekend event
finalised with the societies annual auction, which
contained the largest number of lots yet, and
congratulations to Bill Stoten our honorary
auction secretary and our own president Terry
Page who ably assisted Bill in the preparation. We
are now all looking forward to the next event,
which will not be too far away.
Once again we have a fine array of articles for this
journal. I am very pleased to be able to publish
two articles from our very own Dr Raymond
Casey, one of which is fine article entitled
Talienwan/Dalny – A Manchurian mystery which
not only contains his excellent research, but also
includes illustrations of some fine covers. All but
one are from his own collection.

After our Used Abroad collectors have read this, I
am sure that they will not have even noticed the
omission of our Used Abroad Chronicle in this
issue.
I must extend my grateful thanks on behalf of the
Society to Alan Garside for kindly translating the
articles by Lev Ratner and also Meer Kossoy; it is
very much appreciated. Thank you Alan.
Grateful thanks are extended to all of contributors
whom enable us all to benefit from their hours of
research and collation of information that makes
our hobby and membership of BSRP a pleasure.
Finally, the Society has a table, two frames and a
small meeting room at SWINPEX 2003, to be
held on Saturday June 14th at St Joseph’s Lower
School, Queens Drive, Swindon. Open from 10.00
a.m. until 4.30 p.m. Full refreshments are
available (Breakfast, Morning Coffee, Lunches
and Afternoon Tea) and there will be many
dealers in attendance. We are arranging to have a
joint meeting with the Polish Society, so please
support the event, and we look forward to seeing
you.

Lenard Tiller

Ulsil our Website: w.w.w.russianstamos.com

For comorenensiue stock 01...

Russian material
• Stamos • couers • Locals and zemstuos •
• Errors and uarieties - included in our eo-Page Free Price List! •
• Retail • wno1esa1e •
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Talienwan/Dalny - A Manchurian mystery
Raymond Casey
An abridged version of this article was the winning entry for the Stibbe Rose Bowl 2002

Readers interested in Russia’s involvement in
Manchuria at the turn of the 19th and 20th
centuries will have been pleasantly surprised with
the attention given Dalny in the last few issues of
the Journal (Stoten, 2000a, b, 2001; Tiller, 2001),
giving opportunity to study cancellations, labels,
&c, they may have missed in the original
publications. To put these contributions into
perspective, a review of the postal history of
Dalny may be deemed timely. I have therefore
blown the dust off some of my files and offer
information gathered over many years when I was
researching the Russian post in the Far East.
Between 1898 and early 1904 Dalny was Russia’s
main ice-free commercial harbour in the Far East
and in its heyday was virtually an international
Treaty Port, with a fast rail link to Europe. Despite
the importance of the place, mail from Dalny has
always been elusive and although new finds have
been made during the past few decades, Dalny and
its environs continue to pose many unanswered
questions. The following notes illuminate the
problems in this dark corner of Russian postal
history rather than solve them. Doubtless the
answers lie in the libraries and archives of
Moscow and St. Petersburg. Perhaps one of our
overseas colleagues will take up the quest.
It will be noted that I prefer the familiar,
anglicised version Dalny rather than have to
choose between rival transliterations from the
Russian (Dalnii, Dalnyy, Dal’nii, Dal’niy, &c,).
Abbreviations used in the text are as follows: CER
= Chinese Eastern Railway, FPO = Field Post
Office, FTB = Field Telegraph Branch,
T = Tchilinghirian, T&S = Tchilinghirian and
Stephen, OHRJW = Official history of the RussoJapanese War, RRJW = Russo-Japanese War
1904-1905, Military Historical Commission (in
Russian), PTJ = Post-Telegraph Journal (in
Russian).
Except for the original of figure 10, all illustrated
material is from my own collection.

Historical background
In December 1896 political intrigue had enabled
Russia to wring concessions from the Chinese to
build a railway (CER) across China’s eastern
provinces (Manchuria) as a short cut to
Vladivostok and the Pacific. A few years later her
part in putting down the Boxer Rebellion gave
Russia opportunity to complete her military
occupation of Manchuria. This had begun after
November 1897, when the Germans seized
Kiaochow, in the Shantung Peninsula, on the
southern side of the Gulf of Chihli. Russia
responded the following month by moving into
the Lyaotung Peninsula, on the opposite side of
the Gulf (see figure 1). China was forced to grant
Russia a lease1 of the southern part of the
Peninsula (Kwantung Province), including the
fortified harbour of Port Arthur, destined to
become a Russian naval base. Under pressure
from Britain, another port was to be built in Talien
Bay, north-east of Port Arthur, free and open to
all. The site chosen was the small settlement of
Talien (formerly Ching-ni-wa, Liu-shen-ko or
Talien-tao), which expanded into the commercial
port first called Talienwan (Talienvan) by the
Russians and later renamed Dalny by Imperial
Decree of 11 August 1899. Agreements between
the Chinese Government and the CER signed in
March and May 1898 had allowed for a railway
link from Harbin to Port Arthur with branch lines
to Talien Bay. At the same time the formation of
the CER Maritime Subsidiary had been agreed,
the ships being needed initially to carry building
material to Port Arthur, Dalny and the railway
construction camps. By 1903 Port Arthur had been
consolidated as a closed naval base and the CER
Maritime arm moved its headquarters from there
to Dalny. Its large seagoing vessels had been
refitted as passenger-mail carriers, connecting
Dalny with Chefoo and Shanghai to the south, and
Chemulpo, Gensan, Nagasaki and Vladivostok to
the east and north. Dalny became a port of call
also for ROPiT and the Russian Volunteer Fleet.
Although open to foreign ships and trade and
enjoying the facilities of an up-to-date city, Dalny
u nder Ru ssia n co n t r o l ne ver achieve d t h e

1

. Under the terms of the Convention of 27 March 1898 the lease was for 25 years only, renewable by mutual consent
(OHRJW, p. 7; Nish, 1985, p. 43) not 99 years as stated by some authors. In this respect the Tsar did not do so well as the
Kaiser had at Kiaochow.
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Figure 1.
Sketch map of South Manchuria and adjoining areas of China showing CER Line
265/266 and principal localities mentioned in the text.
commercial success expected of it and many of its
inhabitants deserted it for Port Arthur. Putnam
Weale (1907) visited the area in 1903 and
described it as a “dead city” and painted a gloomy
picture of “Dalny the doomed”.
Russia’s continued presence in Manchuria,
especially in the Lyaotung area, which Japan had

won in the Sino-Japanese conflict of 1894-1895
and had been persuaded to relinquish, was the
main cause of the Russo-Japanese War (1904
1905), fought out in Manchuria. Dalny was one of
the first cities to fall to the Japanese (May 1904)
in the course of their defeat of Russia. As part of
the fruits of victory, Japan took over the Lyaotung
lease and the southern half of the Harbin-Port
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Arthur line, renamed the South
Manchuria Railway. Dalny was
reborn as Dairen and turned into a
thriving modern port. When the
Japanese were expelled in 1945 the
city reverted to its Chinese name of
Talien. In current western atlases it is
rendered as Dalian.
The events outlined above are
recounted in detail in a score of
books. For the postal side of the story
the classic work of Tchilinghirian and
Stephen (1959-1960) remains an
indispensable source of reference. In
some respects, however, it has been
superseded by two important articles
by Mandrovskii and Epstein (1991)
and Epstein (1996), based on official
archives.
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The Two Talienwans
The word “wan” is Chinese for “bay”
and the name TA-LIEN-WAN (with
or without hyphens) simply means
TALIEN BAY. In Russian and
western literature of the late 19th and
early 20th centuries, however, it is
used more commonly as the name of
a port or harbour on one or other side
of the Bay, some authors (e.g.,
Heilprin & Heilprin, 1922; Kurbas,
1963) employing the pleonasm
Tallen
TALIENWAN BAY. When
Bay
T c hilin gh i ri an (1 963 , p. 1 3)
announced the “sensational
discovery” of a date-stamp inscribed
‘ T A L I E N V A N ’ (R u s s i a n f o r
Talienwan) he had no hesitation in
describing it as a Dalny forerunner.
E a rl ier, W. S. E . St ep hen, i n
correspondence with the discoverer of
the item in question, Mr. C.P. Bulak,
reproduced in “Rossica” (Bulak,
1963, p.17), had remarked: “The
Figure 2.
Talienwan date stamp is of course the
Sketch
map
of
Kwantung
Province
with region of Talien Bay
very first type of canceller used at
enlarged
to
show
DALNY
(=
TALIENWAN
I) and TA-LIENDalny”, The use of the word
(
WAN
=
TALIENWAN
II)
on
opposite
sides
of
the Bay. (Based
“Talienvan” instead of “Talien”, the
on Warner & Warner, 1974).
name then current for the Chinese
settlement on which the city of Dalny
was founded, was ascribed to ignorance of the
different places on opposite sides of the Bay. The
Chinese language by local Russian authorities.
spot given Talienwan on Kurbas’s map is the site
However, in the same issue of “Rossica” in which
of the fishing village of Liu-shu-tun, about 11 km
Bulak’s article appeared, V. Kurbas (1963) was at
NNE of Dalny (figure 2).
pains to point out that Dalny and Talienwan were

6
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In attempting to decide which of these two
Chinese villages, Talien or Liu-shu-tun, was later
called Talienwan, the reader will find ample
evidence to support both candidates.
The historian Professor Ian Nish (1985, p. 43),
after commenting on the two harbours of Port
Arthur and Talienwan, continues: “On 11 August
1899 the tsar announced the building of a modern
port at Talienwan to be called Dalny (lit.,‘far
away’)” and placed Talienwan on the south side of
the Bay (op. cit., map on p. 270). Writing about
Dairen, the Japanese name for Dalny, Kinney
(1928, p. 43) says: “Before the advent of the
Russians, Dairen, then known as Talienwan, was
an inconsiderable fishing village.” Sokolsky
(1929, p. 26), too, informs us that Dalny was the
Russian name for Talienwan. A map in Cassell’s
History of the Russo-Japanese War (vol. 1, p. 10)
also shows Dalny as an alternative name for
Talienwan. Turning to official sources, the
enquirer will note that the PTJ for 1898, Circular
No. 1, dated 31 December, p. 5, dealing with
dispatch of mail via the Volunteer Fleet, speaks of
“Port Arthur and Talienwan”. About a year later, a
similar Circular (No. 148 of 24 December, 1899,
p. 1002) now refers to “Port Arthur and Dalny
(Talienwan)”. The PTJ for 1900, Circular No. 5, 3
February, p. 75, records the opening of a Post
Office Savings Bank at “Dalny (Talienwan)”. All
this indicates clearly that before the word Dalny
had been coined the port on the south side of
Talien Bay was known as Talienwan to the
Russians and others, and the transition from one
name to the other is manifest in the pages of the
PTJ for 1899 and 1900.
On the other side of the picture, the PTJ for 1901,
Circular No. 49, 6 December, p. 659, records the
opening of Field Telegraph Branches at Dalny and
Talienwan, indicating that these names were now
used for different places. This is corroborated by
two cards posted in 1901 from the Port Arthur
office of Grünberg and Reilly to the U.S.A.
(Casey, 1991, p. 19, fig.17); the firm’s
advertisement on the back says: “Represented at
Dalny, Talienwan, Tientsin, Chefoo.” The list of
CER stations given in the PTJ for 1902,pp. 334
338, refers to three branches from the main
Harbin-Port Arthur line: Ta-shih-chiao to
Yingkow, Nangalin to Dalny and Tafashin to
Talienwan (figure 2). Referring to the “junctions
of the Ta-lien-wan and Dalny branches with the
main southern line of the Chinese Eastern
Railway”, OHRJW (1910, p. 153) adds in a
footnote: “Ta-lien-wan is also called Liu-shu-tun”.

I

Talienwan had now been transferred from Dalny
and had become the accepted name for the railway
terminus on the site of Liu-shu-tun, on the north
side of Talien Bay. This is confirmed by
numerous maps (e.g., OHRJW; Putnam Weale,
1907; Kurbas, 1963; Warner & Warner, 1974).
Variations in spelling of Chinese place-names as
heard by Russian ears and then transliterated into
western languages is a cross the postal historian
must bear. Commonly the letters ‘t’ and ‘d’ and ‘k’
and ‘g’ are interchangeable and the use of hyphens
appears to be optional. In the official history of the
CER (1914, p. 156 and map drafted in 1903)
DALYAN’VAN’ is preferred to TALIENVAN’ for
the harbour on the north side of the Bay and the
same spelling is used in a Russian/Chinese list of
tariffs on the CER (Anon., 1902). The Great Soviet
Encyclopaedia also prefers DALYAN’VAN for the
name of the Bay and the commonly used
TALIENVAN is declared “nepravil’no” (incorrect).
Kwantung is spelt “Guandun”.
Idiosyncrasies of spelling apart, TALIENWAN as
the name of a port is both a synonym and a
homonym, being a different name for the same
place and the same name for different places. To
minimise confusion, the two places are henceforth
in this article distinguished as follows:
TALIENWAN I (= Ching-ni-wa, Liu-shen-ko,
Talien-tao, Talien, Dalny, Dairen, Dalian)
SOUTH side of Talien Bay (= Dalian Wan of
modern atlases).
TALIENWAN II (=Liu-shu-tun, Dalyan’van,
“old Talien village” fide T&S, 1959b, p. 473)
NORTH side of Talien Bay (= Dalian Wan of
modern atlases).
The few known items bearing Talienwan
(Talienvan’) cancellations all post-date the
introduction of the name Dalny. It does not follow,
however, that every one can be assigned to
Talienwan II. The Field Telegraph Branch alone
can be located there with certainty; the place of
origin of those inscribed “Post Office” is a matter
of opinion. It is here suggested that the two types
described below with this latter inscription belong
respectively to Talienwan I and Talienwan II.
Talienwan I (Dalny)
The rise of Dalny from its humble origins is well
documented and is commemorated in dozens of
picture-postcards. Most postal material from
Dalny falls within the period 1902 to early 1904
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when the army was
,..
stationed there and
~~
.
:
the CER was in full
YIPHJ,l:l,\ noqTOB'bitr OOJ081,. POOCH!. / ' \
UNION POSTALE NIVERSELLE RUSSIE. ,
;
swing, with express
·l :
trains to Europe
bITOE IIHCbMO.- CARTE POST AI.$, i
running
twice
weekly (Putnam
" ~ 5:1."_ - ~
~,di y
Weale, 1907, p.
_._ _ry"
.
111).
Surviving
······~·-··.
.. '
......
mail from Dalny’s
v
... ........::
.. ....
nascent years can be
,
counted on the
....... ,..
..
fingers of one hand.
This is surprising
when
it
is
considered
that
Talienwan (I)
must have been
bustling
with
activity at this
time,
with
engineers,
architects,
surveyors and
other literate
professionals
overseeing I
the birth of
Dalny. Why so little
m a i l
wi t h
Figure 3.
Talienwan and early Viewcard of harbour at Talien Bay sent from "Talienwan" 30 1 1900 to Germany.
Dalny postmarks? Put on ship crossing Strait of Pohai and cancelled at Chefoo next day with dates in
The card shown in
Old Style (Chefoo Type 2) and New Style (Chefoo Type 1). Boxed "Paquebot" in
Figure 3 helps to
red. Hong Kong transit and Sonderburg arrival.
answer the question.

- ~ ~.\

lPAGUEBOTi .

It is a picture card of Talien Bay, written from
“Talienwan” on 30 January 1900. Instead of going
through the post office there, it was put straight on
a ship crossing the Strait of Pohai and cancelled
next day at the Russian P.O. in Chefoo, the boxed
“paquebot” denoting uncancelled mail received by
ship. At this time steamers of the CER and other
companies were bringing to the Lyaotung
Leasehold from Chefoo not only material but also
a supply of labour - “legions of Chinese coolies”,
as Tupper put it - to fill the railway construction
camps (Board of CER, 1914, pp. 157, 169;
Tupper, 1965, p. 323). By putting mail directly
onto returning ships a quicker service was assured.
From 1900 to the outbreak of the Russo-Japanese
War in early 1904, Chefoo “paquebot” mail is not
uncommon. Indeed, the “paquebot” handstamp
appears to have been supplied to the Chefoo office
expressly for the purpose of marking the large
volume of uncancelled ship mail arriving from the

8

Lyaotung Leasehold. It is not unreasonable to
suppose that part of this mail originated in Talien
Bay, its place of origin unrecognised. Other mail
from the same source which had by-passed the
post offices there was doubtless unloaded and
cancelled at Port Arthur.
Talienwan I Post Office.
Single circle 261/2 mm diameter with
TALIENVAN’ at top, POCHTOVAYA
KONTORA at bottom, no side numeral or fleuron,
date in three lines.
Known from two examples, a cover to Emden,
Germany, dated 12 October, 1899, recorded and
illustrated by Liphschutz and Maslowski (1971, p.
5) and the original find on a money transfer form
to St. Petersburg dated 11 (?) December 1901
(T&S, 1963, p. 13; Bulak, 1963).
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Both sides of the cover are illustrated
herein for the first time (figure 4); the
present whereabouts of the money
transfer form is not known to me.
From the style of the date-stamp, with
date in three lines, we may assume that
it was prepared about the same time as
similar cancellers for Shanghai and
Chefoo introduced in 1897-1898. It
differs in having the word
“pochtovaya” unabbreviated, no serial
number at sides, and the letter ‘i’ in old
orthography, the whole having the
aspect of local manufacture. This is
almost certainly the first canceller
supplied to Talienwan I, probably in
1898. Seemingly, it remained in use
until the end of 1901, when the Dalny
FTB was established.
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Dalny “Type 1”.
....,.._ · V61
“271/2 mm single-circle, with DALNII
'
at top, POCHTOV.KONT at bottom,
serial ‘1’ at sides, cross-shaped date” is
how T&S (1959a, p. 381) describe this
cancellation, illustrated in their figure
545 with date 12 VI 1902 (figure 5). A
few lines above they say: “The authors
Figure 4.
have records of a loose 10k Russian
Cover
to
Emden,
Germany,
from TALIENWAN I (DALNY), 10k
stamp with cancellation of this Office in
Type 1 hereunder, dated 1902, but the stamp cancelled TALIENVAN' POST OFFICE 12 Oct 1899. On
reverse dispatch mark for following day, Port Arthur and
whereabouts of this item are no longer
Shanghai
transits and Emden arrival. Conveyed to Europe by
known”. Wortman reported the same
French
Ligne
N/Paquebot No. 2 (= s.s. "Tonkin" fide Salles,
cancellation on “three stamps on piece”
1962
)
.
Original
of Liphschutz & Maslowski, 1971.
without further details (T, 1961, p.15).
Five years later Wortman
can be made out in the catalogue illustration of
rescinded this record and reidentified the postmark as
the lot. All this throws doubt on the authenticity
that of Dalny FTB (in
of Dalny “Type 1” . The cancellation is too large
T, 1966, p. 22), though by
to be contained on a 10k stamp and the drawing
this time the piece had
provided by T&S is in part a reconstruction.
become confused with the
Probably it is a fantasy based on an incomplete
M u k d e n
strike of Dalny FTB. It is more likely that Dalny
registered cover
conformed with Yingkow, Shanhaikwang,
Figure 5.
with 20k stamps DALNY "Type 1". Copy of
Tiehling and some other Manchurian locations in
also recorded in T&S, 1959a, fig.545. Believed
having a sedentary FTB with town name on its
1961.
Another to be a fantasy based on an
cancellers and a mobile FPO identified by number
s u p p o s e d
only.
incomplete impression of
example of this
Dalny FTB.
Dalny “Type 1”
Harry von Hofmann (in Stoten, 2001, p. 49)
featured as Lot 1638 in the second Liphschutz
reached similar conclusions, declaring the “Type
1” postmark of Dalny to be an error arising from
sale by Harmers Auctions SA (1993). Although
reconstruction of a partial impression on a stamp.
described as exhibiting the cancellation
“This postmark seems to have never existed”, he
“DALNII/POCHTOV. KONT 13 6 1903” on a
says. Ho wev er, two paragraphs later this is
picture postcard, the words POLEV TEL. OTD.
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contradicted by the assertion that he has two items
in his collection in which “DAL’NY 1
POCHTOV. KONT. 1” (i.e., Dalny “Type 1”)
appears as a notice of dispatch. The illustration of
the items in question in the following issue of the
Journal (Tiller, 2001, p. 57, figs. 4-5) does not
bear this out, the dispatch marks being clearly
Dalny FTB. This anomaly is surely an editorial
lapse in the original publication (Stoten, 2001). To
clarify the matter for the bewildered reader, it
must be stressed that no examples of Dalny “Type
1” are known to exist and in my opinion there is a
high probability that they never did exist.
Nor has anything yet emerged to confirm the
presence of a “United Post and Telegraph Branch”
at Dalny, as supposed by T&S (1959b, p. 404),
even though this supposition is said to be based on
official documentation communicated by Kurt
Adler (T, 1965, p. 18). This merger is said to have
taken place in 1901 (T&S, 1959a, p. 378).
According to T&S (1960, p. 574): “The Russian
Military Historical Commission... states that a
‘United Field Post & Telegraph Division’ was
operating at Dalny at the end of 1903.” and that
“This establishment... was the result of fusion of
two earlier distinct military Offices, the No. 17
Field Post Office, and a Field Telegraph Office.”
The Russian source quoted (RRJW, 1910, p. 318)
speaks of a Field Post-Telegraph Office at Dalny,
but the word for “United” is not mentioned and
the evidence from postal material is that both
parts - post and telegraph - retained separate
identities until the end, perhaps located in
different premises.

distinguished by small imperfections in the rim, as
though it had received a battering, notably a kink
just below the figure ‘1’ on the left side. Kessler
(1965, p. 22) correctly noted that the size of the
impression of No. 17 FPO on his 1903 cover was
smaller than that illustrated by T&S, but
compounded their small error by exaggerating the
difference to “a full 2 mm” instead of about half a
millimetre. The two conditions of the canceller
may be seen in figures 6-7 and 8-9; also in the
examples illustrated from Harry von Hofmann’s
collection (Tiller, 2001, figs.1-6).
According to Epstein (1996, p. 45), No. 17 FPO
was transferred in June 1901 to Dalny from
Wafangtien, a CER station on Line 265/266 in the
Lyaotung Peninsula outside the leased territory.
The abbreviation “Priamur Okr.” stands for
“Region attached to the Amur”, the Russian
designation for Manchuria excluding the leased
Kwantung Province, which they treated as on a
par with Russia itself. The earliest date I have is
on a card sent to Germany on 13 XII 1901
(figure 6); the latest known to me figured as Lot
1639 in Harmers’ Liphschutz sale of May 1993, a
stationery card to Finland cancelled 8 III 1904.
Mizuhara (1980, p. 24) attached the date 18 I 01 to
a card from No. 17 FPO to Kiel, Germany. This is
an impossibly early date for Dalny and in a later
publication Mizuhara, (1986, p. 45) the year was
said to be illegible. The cancellation shows the
signs of late usage in line with the 1904 Kiel
arrival mark: I suspect it is the same card referred
to by T&S (1959a, p. 381), then in the collection
of A. Shields, which furnished the drawing for

Dalny “Type 2” (No. 17 Field Post
Office).
Single circle originally 25 mm in
diameter, with No. 17i
POLEV.
POCHT.KONT. at top, PRIAMUR
OKR. at bottom, serial ‘1’ at sides, the
right being fractionally smaller than
the left, and cross-shaped date, in T&S
standard Type MM as issued to
Russian FPOs during the occupation of
Manchuria. T&S (1959a, p. 382) give
the diameter as 26 mm, which is too
large. On early (1901-1902) examples
it is 25 mm and there is a narrow but
distinct space between the lettering and
the rim. In later (1903-1904) strikes
this space is even narrower, resulting
Figure 6.
in a reduction to 241/2 mm, with the Registered postcard to Germany from No. 17 FPO (DALNY) dated
lettering touching the rim in well-inked
13 XII 1901 with FPO registration label.
impressions. These later strikes are also

10
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their “Dalny Type 2” dated 18 1 1904,
recorded earlier by Kurt Adler (1954,
p. 475) with the same date.
Despite the inappropriate inscription
for the Kwantung Province, the No.
17 FPO canceller became the
workhorse of the Dalny postal
organisation until the region was
overrun by the Japanese in May 1904.
It was used as a dispatch and as an
arrival mark and seems to have been
applied to registered mail handed over
for onward transmission by Dalny
FTB. The registration label on the
1901 card shown in figure 6 says in
abbreviated form: “No. 17 Field Post
Office” and was probably inherited
from Wafangtien: that of the 1902
card (figure 7) says simply “Dal’nii”
and omits reference to FPO status.
The high numbers on the labels testify
to the large volume of mail handled
by this office, mostly civilian rather
than military.
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Figure 7.
Registered postcard to Germany from No. 17 FPO (DALNY)
dated 26 X 1902 with registration label "Dal'nii.

Figure 8.
Picture postcard addressed from No.
17 FPO (DALNY) to German warship
at Chefoo, franked pair lk 'Kitai'.Sent
in 1903 and showing damaged rim of
canceller (arrowed).

Poftf a rte
2 x enlargement showing damaged
canceller
Figure 9.
Picture postcard addressed from No.
17 FPO (DALNY) to Soltau,
Germany, franked pair 2k 'Kitai',
latter with CER PW No. 262 transit.
Sent in 1903 and showing damaged
rim of canceller (arrowed).
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In 1993 Mr. A. Kugel, a keen
student of the Boxer period, sent me
photocopies of a stampless card
bearing the cancellation of No. 17
FPO dated 16 V 1901, apparently the
earliest known date for this office.
The message gave no indication of
where the card had been posted and
the date on the faint St. Petersburg
arrival mark is illegible. What is
certain is that the date 1901 cannot
be correct. The card is one of the pre
addressed kind distributed among
wounded soldiers during the RussoJapanese War (1904-1905) so that
they could send their thanks to
Empress Marie Feodorovna’s charity
for gifts received. All others I have
seen from the same duplicated batch
are dated 1905 and I suggest that this
is the year Mr. Kugel’s card was
posted - long after No. 17 FPO had
left Dalny. Close examination of the
cancellation (figure 10) reveals that it
differs from those emanating from
Dalny in being larger (281/2 mm
diameter), with larger lettering and
smaller side numerals ‘1’. Alongside
the second ‘1’ in the figures ‘1901’
is a minute droplet of ink. Oddly
enough, the same feature is found in
another of these charity cards used
from No. 15 FPO on the very same
day and with the same year error in
the date (figure 11). There can be no
doubt the identical date-plug was
used. Tantalisingly, this card, too,
gives no indication of origin or date
of arrival.

Figure 10
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Figures 10-11.
Stampless cards to Empress Marie Feodorovna's charity in St.
Petersburg showing new datestamp of No. 17 FPO and similar
datestamp for No. 15 FPO, using same date-plug with incorrect
year (1901 for 1905). Original of figure 10 is from collection of
Mr. A.F. Kugel.
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After leaving Dalny No. 17 FPO was
attached to the 2nd Company of the
Rifle Corps, Eastern Detachment,
Figure 11
and moved with Headquarters.
During May No. 15 FPO was either
at Halt No. 84 of the CER or at Bukhai (Epstein,
1996, p. 51). At the pertinent time (16 May 1905)
the location of these two FPOs cannot be
pinpointed, though from the evidence of these
cards it appears they were housed in the same
premises. While at Dalny No. 17 FPOs canceller
had taken a beating and had to be replaced. A new
canceller was made modelled on the old MM type.
No. 15 FPO may also have been provided with a
new canceller at this time. Note that in the figured
example (figure 11) the word “Kontora” is
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abbreviated to “Kon.”, whereas in the drawing
of an impression dated 17 V 04 - almost a year
earlier - it is shown as “Kont.” (Mandrovskii &
Epstein, 1991, p. 24, fig. 25b). At all events, the
postal clerks of these two FPOs, perhaps sitting
at the same desk, had to share a single dateplug, at least on the day in question. Neither of
the cards bears the mandatory military or
hospital free-frank cachet, consistent with the
disruption of routine and makeshift conditions
of an army in retreat.
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Tax mark.
Double oval 30 mm X 22 mm
and 20 mm X 12 mm with
‘DOPLATIT’ at top and No. 17i
POLEV.POCHT.KON.PRIAM.
OK. at bottom, translating TO
PAY/ No. 17th FIELD POST
OFFICE,
REGION
ATTACHED TO THE AMUR.
The empty space in the middle
was for insertion by hand of the
amount due, as normal in these
tax marks. An incomplete
impression of this mark was
illustrated by Mizuhara (1980,
p. 24) from an underpaid letter
to Port Arthur sent from No. 17
''
FPO on 31 X 1903. An attempt
- - - - "l .
to reconstruct the lettering was
unsuccessful (Mizuhara, 1986,
p. 46). Figure 12 shows a better
example of this mark on a cover
sent to Paris from the same office
three weeks earlier. This cover
had been inscribed for registration
but franked with only 31 kopecks
(domestic rate) instead of the 40k
required for a triple-weight letter
Figure 12.
at foreign rate (3 x 10k plus 10k
registration fee). The postal clerk Triple-weight cover to Paris from No. 17 FPO (DALNY) 10 X 1903,
underpaid for foreign registration and 'doplatit' applied and then
had applied the ‘doplatit’ mark
cancelled and letter sent ordinary mail. Idealised drawings of
and written in the weight in the
postmarks provided for clarity.
top left corner - two and twothirds 1(ots) (chargeable as three
second the remarkable registered cover described
lots) - but before he had entered the registration
in detail by Kessler, dated 24 IV 03; the third was
number it was realised that this procedure was
the piece in the Wortman collection referred to
contrary to regulations. The words for registration
under Dalny “Type 1”, of which no details were
and the ‘doplatit’ mark were therefore crossed out
given. Subsequent finds include a second
and the letter sent by ordinary mail, the sender
registered cover in the Hofmann collection
losing 1 kopeck.
(Hofmann, 1993, pp. 196-197; Stoten, 2001, p. 49;
Tiller, 2001, p. 55). In both cases the registration
Dalny Field Telegraph Branch.
label merely says “Dal’nii” in Cyrillic, with no
Single circle of 28 mm diameter, DAL’NII at top,
mention of Field Telegraph Branch. In both cases
POLEV.TEL.OTD. at bottom, serial ‘1’ at sides
and cross-shaped date. Note that the abbreviation
also the letters were passed to No. 17 FPO for
for “otdelenie” is OTD. not OTDL as shown in a
dispatch. The Hofmann collection also contains
drawing of examples dated 27 VI 1903 (Hofmann,
two postcards to the Austrian Legation in Peking
in Tiller, 2001, p.57).
cancelled at No. 17 FPO and transferred to Dalny
FTB for dispatch (Tiller, 2001, p. 57). Illustrations
Although the opening of Dalny FTB was recorded
of three other cards in the same collection with
in the PTJ for December 1901, as stated above, its
1903 dates bear the caption “Dalnii Field
cancellation was not made known until 1965. Two
Telegraph Otdelenie” in English and Cyrillic
examples then came to light simultaneously (T,
(Tiller, 2001, pp. 56.58, figs.2-3.6) and “17th
1965, p. 18, fig. 186; Kessler, 1965), followed
Field Post Kontora, Amur Military Region”,
closely by a third (T, 1966, p. 22). The first was a
presumably in error since the only Dalny datecard in the Fabergé collection, dated 19 1 04, the
stamp visible is that of No. 17 FPO.
,{
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Figure 13.
Registered cover from U.S. Consulate in Dalny to San
Francisco, strip three 7k stamps cancelled DALNY
FTB 24 IV 1903. Dispatched from No. 17 FPO next
day. Sent long route through Siberia (PW Nos. 260,
242, 198), Moscow and Atlantic (Deutsche-Amerika
See post, Hamburg-New York). Described "Rossica"
No. 68 (1965) as first recorded cancellation of the
Dalny Field Telegraph Branch. ex Kessler collection.
‘Kitai’ overprints were not stocked in the
Kwantung offices, though accepted for postage
when supplied by the customer. A cover in my
collection to Aabenraa, Germany, is franked with
a strip of five 2k ‘Kitai’ stamps cancelled at Dalny
FTB 11 XI 1903. It bears an arrival backstamp but
not the mark of any other Dalny office. When both
Dalny postmarks are found on the same item of
mail there is invariably a difference in date of a
day or more. This suggests the possibility that
Dalny FTB was not located in the same premises
as No. 17 FPO. A map showing the location of the
numerous post offices when the city (then known
as Dairen) was under Japanese control is available
(Mosher, 1977) but I have no similar map for the
Russian period. Dated 2 May 1902, the registered
cover in the Hofmann collection referred to above
shows the earliest known use of the word Dalny in
postal markings, two years and nine months after
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the change of name from Talienwan was decreed.
The other Dalny FTB registered cover, formerly in
the Kessler collection, has been exhibited
internationally many times, but as the original
illustrations were poor and some aspects
overlooked, it is shown herein as figure 13. So far
as is known, despite the military connotation of
the date-stamp, all of the mail described under this
section was of civilian origin. As with No. 17
FPO, a large proportion is addressed to Germany
or to German nationals and must surely have been
sent by Germans working in Dalny or on a visit
from the German colony around Kiaochow.
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Dalny Railway Station.
Single circle 28 1/2 mm in diameter with
DAL’NII KVANTUN.OB. at top and
ZHELEZNODOR. P.O. at bottom, serial ‘1’ at
sides and cross-shaped date, similar in style to the
first cancellers issued to the railway stations at
Harbin and Manchuli, all three being subordinate
to the 11th Section of the Railway Post
Administration. Known with inverted date-plug.
Next to No. 17 FPO this is the Dalny cancellation
most likely to be found, though neither can be
described as common. It was omitted by T&S.
The first examples I picked up in the philatelic
clubs in Leningrad and Moscow in the 1970’s
were exhibited and briefly recorded in 1988 but
not illustrated or described in detail (Casey, 1988,
p. 189) until a year or two later when I sold one
through a New York (Cherrystone) auction. It was
a card with the free-frank cachet of the
Quartermaster of the 2nd Park of the 73rd
Artillery Brigade Encampment and dated 13 VIII
1904. Another of my duplicates was figured and
described as Lot 496 in Harmers Auction
catalogue for their sale of 5 April 1991 at Lugano,
Switzerland. This was a 3k stationery card sent 13
VII 1904 by a Cossack serving with the 4th Sotnia
of the 2nd Argun Regiment. It resurfaced as Lot
5061 in the Corinphila (Zurich) sale of March
1996. August Leppä (1992) provided illustration
from one of two cards sent by the commander of a
machine-gun unit attached to the 5th East Siberian
Rifle Division (not the 1st ESRD as stated by
Leppä), one written from Hailar, the other from
Harbin. Both cards were postmarked as from
Dalny Railway Station on 25 VI 1904. So too is a
picture card of Harbin from the same
correspondence in my collection. Altogether, I
have seen a dozen or more cards and covers
bearing this cancellation, all used between June
and November 1904. The Russians had abandoned
Dalny and Talienwan II the previous May ahead
of the Japanese advance, destroying all
locomotives they could not move, though leaving
behind hundreds of wagons, many filled with food
and supplies (Warner & Warner, 1974, pp. 297

298). The Dalny railway post office staff escaped
with their stock and equipment and set up business
somewhere behind the lines, using the old
canceller. But where? Leppä suggested his two
cards had been posted at Harbin, but both the
Harbin cards from this correspondence, mine and
his, have the dateline “23/VI/1904” - two days
before the cancellation was applied. This date is
about a month before the 5th East Siberian Rifle
Division was called from reserve to see action at
Hsi-mu-cheng, south of Lyaoyang (OHRJW,
1910, pp. 237, 437), so if the writer of these cards
was returning to his unit he would have travelled a
fair distance south of Harbin before posting them.
This would tie in with the card from the artillery
quartermaster mentioned above; his card has a
scribbled message beginning “Between Harbin
and Mukden” and was dropped off somewhere
along CER Line 265/266 to receive its 15 August
1904 “Dalny Railway Station” cancellation.
Another card, with the same cancellation for 13
VII 1904, is said to have been written from
“Station Hushitai”, near Mukden (Stoten, 2000b,
p. 47). Although I have no record of a “Station
Hushitai” on the CER, the “near Mukden” part of
the address is consistent with the foregoing.
Approaching the problem of the location of the
Dalny station post office in exile from the south,
we may turn to a letter-card written from Ta-shihchiao by a doctor or nurse serving on the Empress
Aleksandra Feodorovna’s hospital train
evacuating the wounded (figure 14). It gives an
eye-witness account of the Battle of Ta-shihchiao, written on the eve of the Russian retreat, 11
July 1904 (Old Style) and was cancelled two days
later by the “posthumous” Dalny Railway Station
postmark. Ta-shih-chiao was the junction for the
branch line to Yingkow (Newchwang), which the
Russians evacuated at midnight on 11 July (Old
Style) (OHRJW, 1910, p. 212). It follows,
therefore that the train could only have travelled
north along the main CER Line 266, so the new
location of the Dalny office must have been well
north of Ta-shih-chiao.

Cachet and postmark
from letter-card shown in
figure 14 (next page).
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Figure 14.
7k letter-card with
added 4k used to send
eye-witness account of
the Battle of Ta-shihchiao to Paris (re
directed to Moscow)
by doctor or nurse on
Empress Marie
Feodorovna's hospital
train evacuating
wounded, written on
eve of Russian retreat.
Cancelled DALNY
KWANTUNG
PROVINCE/1/
RAILWAY POSTAL
BRANCH 13 VII 1904
at new location on
CER Line 265 / 266.
Cachet of HQ of
Manchurian Army
Military District
Control added at
Harbin.
A red-band cover addressed to Samara and
redirected to St. Petersburg bears the Dalny
railway mark of 28 VI 1904 and the violet cachet
of a mobile medical team under royal auspices 
the Flying Detachment of State Empress Marie
Feodorovna. The number of hospital train and
other medical-related mail bearing this postmark
(e.g., Stoten, 2000a, p. 56) suggests the possibility
that the location of the office using the old Dalny
Railway Station canceller was also a medical
centre.
The most important item yet discovered for
establishing the new site of this office is the cover
illustrated in figure 15. It bears the Red Cross
cachet of the Head of the Base Medical
Detachment of the Moscow Zemstvo and is
addressed to Rostov-on-Don, postmarked as from
Dalny Railway Station 24 IX 1904. Fortunately
the contents are preserved.
The writer of the letter (M.
P.) gives a graphic account
of forced evacuation at the
time of the Battle of
Lyaoyang (21 August - 4
September 1904 New
Style).
“We had at our disposal 35
Chinese carts with four
horses each, six riding

16

horses, 35 Chinese drovers and 12 soldiers
guarding us.... The road was pits and holes all the
way. Thus we moved from place to place, slept
under the sky and the food was scanty; heard
cannon fire near Lyaoyang and even saw the
smoke from the cannon, then we moved back and
together with the Army we tried to escape and
return to Mukden. Everything there was in
turmoil, since the Japanese after capturing
Lyaoyang were only 20 versts from Mukden”.
Then follows the significant sentences “Now we live
at Station Kaiyuan, about 90 versts from Mukden,
there is a hospital in tents here. We are waiting for
the wounded…” (Translation from Russian).

Station Kaiyuan, with its field hospital, situated
south of Harbin, north of Ta-shihchiao and
Mukden, on CER Line 265/266, and with no post
office of its own, would appear to qualify
eminently as the location of
th e displ a c e d Daln y
Railway Station post office.
There is, however, a fly in
the ointment. The letter has
no conventional dateline
and a scribbled “19 Sent.”
near the end, if the date of
conclusion of the letter,
Cachet and postmark from cover illustrated
means a lapse of five days
in figure 15
before posting.
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Figure 15.
Cover with contents written from STATION KAIYUAN, N of Mukden, on CER Line 265/266, to Rostov-onDon, with free-frank Red Cross cachet; HEAD OF BASE MEDICAL DETACHMENT OF MOSCOW
ZEMSTVO. Postmarked DALNY KWANTUNG PROVINCE/l/RAILWAY POSTAL BRANCH 24 IX 1904.
Letter suggests that Dalny Railway P.O. continued to function behind the lines at new location serving
Field Hospital at St. Kaiyuan.
The Battle of Lyaoyang alone had resulted in
enormous Russian casualties - over 3,600 killed
and some 14,300 wounded. Added to which were
large numbers of men incapacitated by infectious
diseases (Warner & Warner, 1974, pp. 373, 387).
The military hospitals at Mukden were
overwhelmed. Much of the overflow would have
been moved on to Station Kaiyuan, with hospital
trains and pony carts bringing in the sick and
wounded by their hundreds. One can imagine the
staff at this medical outpost being at full stretch
for days on end while the flood of casualties
continued. And no time to post letters. I believe
that in this case the lapse of time between writing
and posting is not crucial and that Station Kaiyuan
was indeed the site of the Dalny Railway Station
post office after it had left its home base, 300
miles (480 km) to the south (figure 1).

It is remarkable that so many Dalny Railway
Station cancellations are known from the latter
half of 1904, when the post office was located
elsewhere, while no genuine example has yet
come to light from Dalny itself. A 7k stationery
envelope used on Postal Wagon No. 266 16 XI
1903, presumably from Port Arthur (figure 16), is
addressed to “Gospodin Stepanov at the Customs,
Passenger Hall, Station Dalny, CER”. It bears the
arrival mark of No. 17 FPO for the following day,
not that of the station. These facts suggest the
possibility that No. 17 FPO was located at the
station and for a time handled all station mail,
incoming and outgoing. It is not known when
Dalny Railway Station was allocated its own post
office canceller. It could have been as late as
February or April 1904, when important changes
took place in the Post/Telegraph Administration of
Kwantung Province and in the Field Post/
Telegraph organisation of the Manchurian Army.
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Figure 16.
7k stationery envelope addressed to Customs, Passenger Hall, Dalny
Railway Station, CER, cancelled on PW No. 266(2) 16 XI 1903 and
received next day at No. 17 FPO (backstamp).

railhead with a new pier and the port
became the chief base of their
Second Army in its advance
northwards towards Lyaoyang
(OHRJW, 1910, p. 168). Its
population was never more than
one-fifth that of Dalny, however,
and after its wartime prosperity the
port sank back into relative
obscurity. In a guide to the South
Manchuria Railway published in
London (Anon., 1910) both the port
and its rail link have disappeared
from the map.

Talienwan II Post Office.
Single circle of 23 1/2 mm
diameter. TALIENVAN’ at top,
POCHTOVAYA KONTORA at
bottom, fleuron at sides and cross-shaped date,
with defective date-plug in all examples seen.

By Article VI of the Convention of 27 March
1898 it was laid down that a Customs House be
opened under Russian management at Talienwan
The existence of a state post-telegraph office in
(= Dalny) (Nish, 1985,p. 43). The cover shown in
Talienwan II during the period 1900-1903 is
figure 16 confirms the existence of the Customs at
mentioned in official documents of the postDalny Railway Station. It is extraordinary that
telegraph administration (Epstein, 1996, p. 43).
Putnam Weale, who was there in 1903 and has
Such an office is also cited in the Russian history
much to say about the railway journey from Dalny
of the Russo-Japanese War (RRJW, 1910, p. 318)
to Port Arthur, declared he could find no sign of a
but the date of opening is unknown. Two
Customs House there and stated: “The Dalny
examples are shown herein: a registered cover to
Customs House will never be known” (Putnam
Chefoo, dated 16 IV (1900) (figure 17) and a
Weale, 1907, pp. 79-80). So much for travellers’
tales.
Talienwan II
According
to
Mosher (1978, p.
161), the village of
Liu-shu-tun
on
which Talienwan II
was founded, was
ruined by Dalny/
Dairen. It did not
possess the deepwater harbour and
dock facilities of its
sister port to the
south; nevertheless,
it
pla ye d
an
important part durin g the
construction of the CER. The
Russians erected a pier here, which
served to offload ships bringing
. ;.
material to build the railway.
During this period of the Russian
Figure 17.
tenure (say, late 1899 -1902) postal
Talienwan II. Registered cover to Chefoo, two 10 k stamps cancelled
activity was probably at its height.
TALIENVAN' POST OFFICE 16 IV (year omitted) showing defective
In 1904 the Japanese built out the
date-plug and Port Arthur transit 18 IV 1900 (backstamp).
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postcard to Pola,
Austria, postmarked
13 III (1901) (figure
18). Another card,
·' . ._,··;- . ·
. ·:
. · 1.r./n~(~tlf. with poor strike of the
~c:f"~,"tf~~~~~~. t~~--;,~·K:.- ~
same cancellation, was
,,;
~ ~,i..,__ 4-..1.......... ...:-. #--..;: .· ~~~.
seen in a lot of Far
4J)4 ,,i,
___,I...._
East material from the
V. Popov collection
sold recently through
~J?1f!'.~E IHlCbMO.., 'f11.-•
the
Cherrystone
~~
"'"" o
,. ,
. _..~ .
Company of New
.:$.'1
1~
,I\
,;;: ,/.
,, ..........
QfJ
York (Lot 1760, April,
~ ._..................... .
2002), though I have
no further details. A
reduced picture of the ,----------:=--------.·· ····,:6 . ................
.... ..
cover was shown in a
.... ...........
__ '-e
.
'LL,t,~~~
:...R>,~
•.....
.
write-up of an exhibit
in India (Casey, 1989,
p. 81, fig.15), though
"-'•A·•·~
-~
due to a typing error
.
i"O a Dpoc?J.
on my album page the L___=::.:::__~_J
word “Talienvan” was
rendered
as
Figure 18.
“Talievan”. I know of
Talienwan
II.
Stationery
card
to
Pola, Austria, dateline in German: "Bay of
no other previous
(
Talienwan
near
Port
Arthur)
25 March 1901". 7k stamp cancelled
illustrations of this
TALIENVAN' POST OFFICE 13 III (year omitted) showing defective datepostmark and no
plug Received Port Arthur 14 III 1901; thence Russian P.O. Chefoo 16 III
previous descriptions.
1901 (Old Style) and Chinese P.O. Chefoo same day (29 Mar New Style),
The card (figure 18)
Russian
and Chinese P.O.'s Shanghai 2 April 01. Put on French ship Ligne N/
was written in German
Paquebot
No. 7 (s.s. "Ern.Simons" fide Salles, 1962); arrived Pola 3 5 01.
on 25 March 1901
(New Style). The
opening sentence translates: “A large town is
Talienwan II Field Telegraph Branch.
Single circle 26 1/2 mm diameter with
being built here as the terminal station of the
TALIENVAN’ at top, POLEV.TEL.OTD. at
Trans-Siberian Railway: Dalny”. “Here”, of
bottom, serial ‘1’ at sides, cross-shaped date. The
course, refers to the place in the dateline: “Bay of
setting up of this Branch was announced in PTJ
Talienwan (near Port Arthur)”, and the lapse of a
for 1901, Circular No. 49, dated 6 December,
day between writing and posting (25 March New
p,659. Its canceller is in the same style as that of
Style = 12 March Old Style) means the place of
Dalny FTB, both lacking the abbreviation for
origin of the card cannot be pinned down any
“Region attached to the Amur” (‘Priamur. Okr.’),
closer.
the Russian name for Manchuria outside the
The cross-shaped date suggests that this dateleased territory, in keeping with the view that the
stamp was brought into use after that of Talienwan
latter was now part of the Russian Empire.
I. It seems to have been made rather hurriedly on
the spot, the date plug having given the local
The only known example cancels a pair of 14k
craftsman problems: the year portion does not
(issue 1889-92) and is dated 5 III 1902. It was
appear at all, being replaced by a blob on the right
recorded by Dr. A.H. Wortman (1972, pp. 58-59,
side and the figures for day and month are
fig. 11) and described as “TAL'ENVAN Field
disposed arbitrarily at side or top, the bottom part
Telegraph Agency”. the letter ‘i’ having been
blank. It is likely that it was introduced late in
mistaken for a ‘hard sign’ and shown as such in
1899, shortly after Dalny had been renamed and
the illustration. After Wortman’s collection was
the title Talienwan transferred to a new office set
dispersed in the 1980’s it disappeared from view
up to meet the needs of the growing population on
but was re-discovered some 10 years later in a
the other side of the Bay.
stockbook of cancelled stamps sold in Zurich.
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Figure 19.
Pair 14k (issue 1889-1892) cancelled TALIENVAN' FIELD
TELEGRAPH BRANCH 5 III 1902, enlarged x 1.5, with
corrected drawing of cancellation alongside. Only reported
example of cancellation, used from Talienwan II.
It is shown above as figure 19.
Talienwan II. No. 22
Field Post Office.
Official records show
that No. 22 FPO
moved to Talienwan II
late in March 1904
(Epstein, 1996, p. 51),
presumably to meet
the needs of the troops
brought in to face the
threat of invasion by
sea. By the end of
May (New Style)
Talien Bay was in
Japanese
hands
(OHRJW, 1910, p.
168), so this FPO
could have been in
operation here for only
a few weeks. Not
surprisingly, no postal
material from No.
22 FPO during this
short episode has
been placed on
record. The type of
canceller
used
when situated at
Figure 20.
Sin-min-tin, SW of
Decorative card registered to Terioki, Finland, pair 1k stamps
Mukden, early in
(others removed) cancelled No. 22 FIELD POST OFFICE 4 II
1902 (figure 20) does
1902. Dateline establishes location of FPO at this time was Sinnot conform to any of
min-tin, SW of Mukden.
the standard patterns.
Either of these cancellers, using Old Style dates
However, another item from the Mukden area,
between late March and early May, could have
dated 23 1 1905, addressed to Weisser Hirsch,
been employed at No. 22 FPO while at Talienwan
Germany, shows that No. 22 FPO had changed its
II.
canceller to Type ‘00’ of T&S (1959b, p. 405).
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Forgeries
Talienwan I, Dalny FTB, Dalny Railway
Station and CER PW No. 266 are among
forged cancellations emanating from
Moscow in the 1980’s and 1990’s. The
cancellations are usually applied to
unused but “tired” postcards or
envelopes treated chemically to simulate
ageing, a fictitious name and address
then being added by hand and a forged
arrival mark applied where appropriate.
An example is shown in figure 21. It is
not proposed to alert the forger (still
active) to his errors, but readers are
welcome to submit photocopies of
dubious items for comment.
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Figure 21.
Dalny
viewcard
used
to
fabricate
postal sending from “Dalny
Acknowledgements
FTB
to
Talienwan
via
PW
No.
266
April 1904” All postmarks
Facilities for research and photocopying
are forgeries, name and address made up by forger.
were kindly given at the A.S. Popov
Museum of Communications and the
Public Library, St. Petersburg, and at The Imperial
Postscript
War Museum and The Royal Geographical
The foregoing article contains much speculation,
Society, London. The illustrations have benefited
some or all of which may be wrong. Fellow
from the computer skills of my son Peter and
collectors and researchers are invited to send
friend Mick Cuddeford, Misha and Anna
additions, corrections and comments direct to the
Minevich gave valuable help in translating from
author, Dr. Raymond Casey, at 38 Reed Avenue,
the Russian.
Orpington, Kent. BR6 9RX. U.K.

Sources of Information
Official publications
The official History of the Russo-Japanese War (Naval and Military.) Historical Section of the Committee
of Imperial Defence. 3 vols. & 3 vols. maps, 1910-1920 (vol. 1, 1910) London.
The Russo-Japanese War 1904-1905. Report of the Military Historical Commission. Vol.7. The rear of the
active Army, Part 2, 1910, St. Petersburg (in Russian).
Post-Telegraph Journal. Official section. St. Petersburg (in Russian).
The Great Soviet Encyclopaedia. Vol.20, 1930 Moscow (in Russian).
Books and articles
Adler, K. 1954. Russian Field Post of the Russo-Japanese War 1904/1905. BJRP 16, pp. 471-479.
Anonymous 1902. Scale of charges by distance between stations of the Chinese Eastern Railway for
transport of passengers, baggage, &c. St. Petersburg (in Russian and Chinese).
Anonymous 1910. Guide to the South Manchuria Railway. Bull. Austin & Co., London.
Board of the Chinese Eastern Railway. 1914. The Chinese Eastern Railway: Historical Sketch. Vol-1, 1895
1906. St. Petersburg (in Russian) (no further volumes published).
Bulak, C.P. 1963. The first recorded Talienwan cancellation. Rossica 65, pp. 15-17.
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Casey, R. 1988. The Russian Post in the Far East. The London Philatelist 97, No. 1151 -52, pp. 184-195.
Casey, R. 1989. The Russian Post in the Far East. Signet, Jan.-Mar., pp. 78-87.
Casey, R. 1991. The opening of the Russian Post in China. BJRP 71, pp. 3-23.
Cassell's History of the Russo-Japanese War. 5 vols. London (undated).
Epstein, A. 1996. Russian Field Post in the Far East. BJRP 81, pp. 40-57.
Heilprin, A. & Heilprin, L. (eds.) 1922. A complete pronouncing Gazeteer or Geographical Dictionary of
the World. Philadelphia and London.
Hofmann, H. von 1993. Zakaznoe-Recommendirt. Hamburg.
Kessler, M.M. 1965. The Dalny Field Telegraph Branch cancellation on a remarkable cover. Rossica 68,
pp. 20-24.
Kinney, H.W. 1928. Modern Manchuria and the South Manchuria Railway Company. Dairen.
Kurbas, V.A. 1963. Kwan-Tung Territory. Rossica 65, pp. 34-35.
Leppä, A. 1992. Dalnyi Railway Station postmark. Rurik Stamp Magazine, 1, pp. 43 +1. Vasa (in Finnish
and English).
Liphschutz, M. & Maslowski, I. 1971. "Used Abroad" Chronicle XV. BJRP 71, pp. 3-7.
Mandrovskii, N. & Epstein, A. 1991. Field Post of the Russian Army in the Far East in 1900-1906.
Sovetskii Kollektsioner 28, pp. 3-28 (in Russian).
Mizuhara, M. 1980. The Magnificent Collection of Chinese Stamps. Vol.5. Modern History of Manchuria.
Japan Philatelic Publications, Tokyo.
Mizuhara, M. 1986. The Magnificent Collection of Chinese Stamps, 2nd series. Vol.5, A century of the
Manchuria postal history. Japan Philatelic Publications, Tokyo.
Mosher, J. 1977. Japanische Postamter in China and der Mandschurei mit Kwantung 1876-1922.
Arbeitsgemeinschaft Arge Japan.
Mosher, J. 1978. Japanese Post Offices in China and Manchuria. Quarterman Publications Inc.,
Lawrence, Mass.
Nish, I. 1985. The origins of the Russo-Japanese War. Longman, London & New York.
Putnam Weale, B.L. 1907. Manchu and Muscovite, being Letters from Manchuria written
during the autumn of 1903. Macmillan, London.
Salles, R. 1962. La poste maritime Francaise. V. Les paquebots de l'extreme-orient. Paris.
Sokolsky, G.E. 1929. The Story of the Chinese Eastern Railway. North China Daily News and Herald Ltd.
Shanghai.
Stoten, Bill (ed.) 2000a, Used Abroad Chronicles XVII. BJRP 84, pp. 56-57.
Stoten, Bill (ed.) 2000b Used Abroad Chronicles XVIII. BJRP 85, pp. 45-47.
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Tchilinghirian, S.D. 1961. "Used Abroad" Chronicle II. BJRP 29, pp. 11-17.
Tchilinghirian, S.D. 1963. "Used Abroad" Chronicle VI. BJRP 33, pp. 10-14.
Tchilinghirian, S.D. 1965. "Used Abroad" Chronicle X. BJRP 37, pp. 16-18.
Tchilinghirian, S.D. 1966. "Used Abroad" Chronicle XI. BJRP 38, pp. 18-23.
Tchilinghirian, S.D. & Stephen, W.S.E. 1959-1960. Stamps of the Russian Empire Used Abroad. Parts 4-6.
1959a Part 4; 1959b Part 5; 1960 Part 6. Aberlour.
Tiller, L. (ed.) Used Abroad Chronicle XX. BJRP 87, pp. 55-58.
Tupper, H. 1965. To the Great Ocean, Siberia and the Trans-Siberian Railway. Secker & Warburg, London.
Warner, D. & Warner, P. 1974. The Tide at Sunrise. A History of the Russo-Japanese War 1904-1905.
Book Club edition. London.
Wortman, A.H. 1977. In: Notes from collectors. Rossica 83, pp. 58-59.
Auction catalogues
Cherrystone Auctions Inc. April 2002, New York.
Corinphila Auktionen AG. 2-9 March 1996, Zurich.
Harmers Auctions SA. General sale. April 1991, Lugano.
Harmers Auctions SA (Guido Craveri) Liphschutz Part II: Russia used abroad. 1 May 1993, Lugano.
Atlases
The Times Atlas of the World. Comprehensive Edition. 1992. Times Books. London, &c.
Philip's Atlas of the World. 2001. George Philip Ltd. London.
New World Atlas 2nd edition (English). 1967. Moscow.
Editor’s note: All illustrations of postcard and covers are reduced to 75%. Except where stated, individual cachets
and postmarks are reproduced at full size.
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&
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(This also includes articles for consideration of inclusion in future journals)
Please write to the Editor:

Mr Lenard Tiller,
12, Cumberland Close, Epsom,
Surrey, KT19 9JP, UK
e-mail BorisLT@aol.com
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The “Yelets Soviet stamp”- Zemstvo successor or fiscal?
Terry Page and George G. Werbizky
Introduction
In “Советский Коллекционер” - “Soviet
Collector” No. 5 (1967), appeared a short note
under the heading “One More” that describes and
illustrates a newly discovered soviet stamp.

On the other side of the money order is the postal
datestamp of the receiving post office:
Zakobyakino Yarosl. letter ‘b’ - .2.19. (the day of
the month did not reproduce well enough). The
hand-written note compensates for this
shortcoming: Received stated amount on February
14, 1919. There are two rubber stamps: Given to
illiterate recipient and Office manager tied with
appropriate signatures.

The stamp shows a crude hammer and sickle
surrounded by a wreath. Below the wreath are
words: “Yelets Soviet stamp”. Yelets is located in
the Orel guberniya and did issue zemstvo stamps
between 1873 and 1899, according to Chuchin
catalogue.

The money order has a defect; the lower left-hand
corner has been accurately cut out with scissors.
As to the appearance of the ‘Yelets Soviet stamp’,
it differs in detail from the stamp described by
D. Karachun, and also has a denominated value.
The layout of the stamp is vertical and on the
yellowish paper printed typographically is a
rectangular frame 23½ x 37 mm in size, divided
by thin lines in three segments. At the top is a
letter and symbol: B №. The bottom portion is
underlined by a thick line. Perforation exists on
three sides: right, left and at the top and is 11½.

The purpose of this article is to publish in one
setting information that was spread over several
years in the “Soviet Collector”, to illustrate
examples of this interesting find that reside in the
west and to solicit new data from our readers.

On this (paper) rectangle there is a small purple
rubber stamp of the design and text of the stamp
itself: abbreviation separated by periods “R.S.F.S.R.”,
and below, a primitive rendering of the sickle and
hammer framed by two branches. Beneath it, in

Illustration from “S.C.” No. 5

Follow-on Information
Eight years later, in “Soviet Collector” No. 13,
1975, we read additional information about this
stamp. I. Morozov, a collector from Odessa,
writes:
“ In my collection I have a postal money order
that has on the front side a ‘Yelets Soviet stamp’.
The money order was mailed in February 1919,
from post office at Zakobyakino, near Yelets to
the village of Rogdovo, Yaroslav region.
The Money order is franked with an arms type 1
rouble stamp (1909 - 1917 issue), cancelled with a
postal datestamp Yelets 2.2.19, a 25 kopeck
‘Yelets Soviet stamp’, is cancelled with a slightly
different postal datestamp: Yelets Orlov. letter ‘a’
2.2.19. Next is the same datestamp, applied as a
control. Additionally on the money order is a
rectangular administrative handstamp: Yelets No.
746 Orl. Gub. (in three lines).

24

Money Order with Yelets stamp.
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three lines, is the text: Yelets Soviet stamp. All
these elements are contained within small frame 19 x
25 mm in size. At the bottom portion of the
rectangle is a red rubber handstamp stating the
denomination: 25k. The size of this overprint is
14.5 x 6.5 mm.”

Editorial comment by “Soviet Collector”
“Now we know of two examples of the ‘Yelets
Soviet stamp’. D. Karachun describes one:- it has
no denomination but has some kind of rubber
administrative handstamp, and has been removed
from an unknown document. The second example,
described by O. Morozov, is on a money order, it
has a denomination and is cancelled with a postal
datestamp.
In examining the money order, it is noted that the
franking is short: based upon the tariff of the time
it should have been franked at 2% of the amount
being sent, i.e. at 2 rub. 80 kop. The 1 rub. stamp
of old Russia continued to have a value of 1 rub.,
thus the stamps are worth 1 rub. 25 kop., the
shortage being 1 rub. 55 kop.
This is a most unusual type of money order
franking:- Why is there, on this document of the state
mail, a local stamp, which would have been valid
only within the district through the local postal
system?
-Why did the postal clerk, when processing
this money order on May 2, 1919, use two
completely different datestamps? - Yelets (for the
state adhesive) and Yelets Orlov (for the local)?”
The answers to these questions can come only
from the study of [pertinent] documents.
Three years later the following article appeared in
“Soviet Collector” No. 16, (1978). 1

“All Union Philatelic Search. More about
the ‘Yelets Soviet Stamp’
E. Stefanovsky
I can add the following information about the
“Yelets Soviet stamp” presented in the “Soviet
Collector”.
I collect not only postal, but also fiscal stamps. In
my collection are stamps that I received in the
30’s from a collector [who resided in Yelets].
There were 23 different Yelets stamps, divisible
into two groups, and which circulated during the
1

years 1918- 1919.
First edition. The stamps have round impressions
on square pieces of paper of a type used by the
Finance Office [Кoммиccapиaт] of the Yelets
Soviet of Workers’ and Peasant Deputies; with a
two-headed eagle without the crown, a number
(written by hand or stamped with a numerator)
and with a denominated value.
There are the following varieties:
A) Round handstamp in purple.
a) value printed on a typewriter: in red:50 k., 3 r., in purple:- 50k.
b) value and number are stamped with a
numerator in black:- 100 (i.e. 1 r.).
c) value printed with a numerator, number
recorded by hand:- 300 (i.e. 3 r.).
d) value and number written by hand:- 25k.,
1 r., 1½r., 3 r. (two varieties).
B) Round handstamp in red
Value and number are printed with a
numerator in black:- 300 (i.e. 3 r.).
Second edition. Shown and described in “Soviet
Collector” Nos. 5 and 13.
There are the following varieties:
A) Frame in purple.
a) value handstamped in purple: 25 k., 3 r.
b) value handstamped in red: 25 k., 1r.,
50 k., 3 r.
c) value written by hand in red ink: 25 k.,
50 k., 1 r., 1 r. 50 k., (2 varieties), 10 r.
B) Frame in red.
Denomination written by hand with red ink:
1 r. 50 k.
All stamps have traces that show that they were
removed from documents and all are cancelled in
the same manner as fiscal stamps. After the war I
came across these stamps in pairs. Based upon the
above data I permit myself to make following
conclusions:
1)
One should consider these stamps as fiscal
(tax) stamps.
2)
Under civil war conditions and as a result of
the lack of fiscal stamps in many localities, there
were local issues in various towns of the R.S.F.S.R.;

“Soviet Collector”, 1967, No. 5, page 45; 1975, No. 13, pages 97- 99.
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one should assign these two issues of stamps
to this category.
3)
As a result of shortage of postage
stamps, it appears that it was permitted to use
these stamps as postage stamps (this needs to
be verified).
4)
It appears that on the Money order
shown in “Soviet Collector” No. 13, there was
another stamp that paid in full the required
amount.

the Money order. It is peculiar that not two, but
three types of postal datestamps were used!
We found no letters with datestamp Yelets Orlov
letter ‘a’ (type 2); however, datestamp Yelets
(type 1) was used on letters processed prior to
1917. So just what is the nature of Yelets soviet
stamps? The answer to this question is given in
the materials of “ Office of the Yelets District
Agrarian Department”. 1

5)
These stamps are of interest not only to
collectors, but also to students of Soviet finances.”

“Fiscal or postal?”
A. Il’stein
An interesting news item by I. Morozov was
published in “Soviet Collector” No. 13, which was
accompanied by the illustration of a money order.
The money order, in addition to a stamp of preRevolutionary Russia, carried also (a copy of the)
‘Yelets Soviet stamp’.

Figure 2 illustrates the bill of a printing business
in [the town of] Yelets, dated November 15, 1918,
and taxed in the amount of 70 kopecks. On the bill
a fiscal stamp as well as two 25 kop. Yelets
stamps are affixed. The denomination “25” is
written by hand with red ink, while the stamps
themselves are cancelled Bill paid in full. Printing
business manager.

The 1 rouble (Imperial) stamp was cancelled with
the postal datestamp Yelets while the Yelets 25
kop. stamp received the datestamp Yelets Orlov
letter ‘a’.
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Both datestamps have the date -2.2.19 (figure 1,
types 1 and 2).
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The examination of a substantial number of letters
in the archives for the period of 1918 to 1920 did
not substantiate the use of postal datestamps
during that period (types 1 and 2).
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The letters in the archives dated March 16, 1918,
June 29, 1918, December 10, 1918, February 4,
1919, December 9, 1919, January 10, 1920, March
2, 1920 and other letters, have the same postal
datestamp Yelets Orlov, letter ‘l’, which also
differs in its format (type 3).
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While fully agreeing with the opinion of the
editors about the unusual franking of the money
order, we started examining documents in the state
archives of the Orlov region. The assignment was
to determine the nature of Yelets stamps and the
reason for the use of two different postal cancels
on the same day - February 2, 1919.

Among the cited letters there is an official letter
dated February 4, 1919, posted only two days after

Type 3

Type 2
Figure 1

Type 1
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Figure 2
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State archives of Orlov region, box 412, folder 264.
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One encounters stamps
obliterated by an X or with a
statement written with the
same red ink. All business
papers are of the same
denomination - 25 kop. No
stamps were found with
printed value, as is the case
with stamps on the money
order. We know of a 3 rub.
Yelets stamp, but the value is
printed in purple, and not in
red (figure 3).

Could the use of Yelets Soviet stamps be one of
the forms of payment for delivery of other types
of correspondence (letters over 15 gr. and Money
orders)?
Translated by: G. G. Werbizky
These further questions can only be answered by
further study of archives.

Figure 3

Stamps that were described by D. Karachun (S. C.
No. 5, 1967) and I. Morozov (S. C. No. 13, 1975),
were printed on yellowish paper, that is the same
paper on which the 3 rub. stamp was printed (the
thickness of the paper is 0.08 mm). Stamps with
the value entered by hand are found on white
paper 0.06 mm thick.
The shift from the hand-written value of 25 kop.
to the printed one may be the result of diminishing
use of stamps, and/or a fraud prevention measure.
The material that was examined testifies to their
fiscal use. Documents that show postal use of
Yelets stamps have not been found.

Editorial comment by “Soviet Collector”
The published material deals with the topic,
introduced by “Soviet Collector”, on the postal
use in our country of fiscal stamps. Both authors
came to the conclusion that “Yelets Soviet
stamps” are fiscal.
After comments by A. M. Il’stein had been
printed, information was received about the
existence of Yelets stamps in values of 50 kop.
and 1½ rub. The 50 kop. value is written in red ink
while the 1½ rub. is in blue ink.
Why though, is the stamp on the money order
cancelled with a postal datestamp?
The January 1, 1919, a decree issued by the Soviet
of People’s Commissars stated that the sending of
inland letters and postcards less than 15 grams is
free of charge. In order to carry out this decree,
the office of the People’s Postal Service ordered
that special couriers must deliver written
correspondence and money orders when
despatched from government post offices to
outlying settlements. Couriers are to be paid for
this delivery.*

(*Translator’s comment: I find this statement very
interesting. Lenin & Co., having eliminated all vestiges
of free expression and choice, eliminated Zemstvo
institutions, including the Zemstvo postal service. This
decree establishes services, in the past performed by
Zemstvo postal employees, and now performed by
‘special couriers’ I’m not aware of any markings that
were placed on such courier mail. Additional
information from readers is welcome.)

Comment by T.P:
The decision to abolish the zemstvos was of
course a political one, made and enacted by the
new Soviet government. This left an
organisational void in the provision of essential
local services which, in many cases, was filled on
an ad-hoc basis by the local soviet. A study, of
material in my own collection and elsewhere
suggests that in a number of districts, local postal
communications fell into this category. For
example in 1918 a postal service was operated by
the Cherdyn (Perm Gub.) Soviet using the old
postal handstamps of the zemstvo post, and indeed
a 10k. postage stamp was issued during that year
with the inscription Cherdynskaya Sovyet. Pochta.
It can be safely assumed that the service was
operated using the former zemstvo postmen with
broadly the same systems and routes. Many of the
so-called post-abdication stamp issues point
towards a similar arrangement and there must be a
strong argument that the Yelets Soviet stamps
belong in this category as fiscal stamps authorised
for local postal use. They therefore should share a
similar status with the post Revolutionary stamps
of Cherdyn, Perm, Luga, Byelozersk etc. What is
described above as a “courier service” is quite
possibly none other than a de facto continuation of
the zemstvo post under the auspices of the local
soviet.
There is though a missing link with specific regard
to Yelets:- the last postage stamp of this district
was issued in 1899, but in order to prove
continuity with the zemstvo system, we need to
show that the post operated up to the Revolution,
possibly as a free, and therefore, stampless
service. Since the number of surviving Yelets
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zemstvo covers is negligible, it is likely that the
question cannot be answered without the
appearance of fortuitous archival evidence.

Yelets Soviet stamp from GGW.
collection shown at 200%.
The round handstamp reads
“Notarial Office”.
Clearly this particular stamp
was used as fiscal stamp.

During the course of the early years of the Soviet
period, these remnants of the zemstvo post
throughout Russia were absorbed by the Soviet
Post Office to form the basis of the so-called
Soviet mobile system that served the rural areas as
part of the integrated national system.

□

(b)
Two 50k. values from the TP collection (ex. Fabergé)
shown at 200%
Both clearly show postal use (Yelets Orlov k CDS) ‘a’
a) Value written by hand in red ink. Cancelled 20.1.19.
b) Value handstamped in purple (not recorded by Stefanovsky).
Cancelled 4.2.19.

(a)

ffi

RUSSIA?
Postal History : Stamps : Cinderellas
Ephemera : Literature : Maps etc .
. . .all feature regularly in our auctions.
Do you read our monthly catalogues?
Contact Ken Baker or Ian Kellock.

19 I 7 Russian censor - Baku No. 41
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The Cash on Delivery Mail of Russia
Lev Ratner - St. Petersburg
In the first half of the 1880s the Russian Postal
Department began preparations for the introduction
of new postal operations. To gather information on
how these operations were practised in other
countries three postal officials were sent to Berlin,
Brussels and Paris in 1884.
One of them, Ekspeditor (departmental head)
N. Reimers, of St. Petersburg Head Post Office,
prepared a report in September 1885 in which,
based on the example of the German Postal
Department, he examined among a number of other
matters post office procedures in carrying out
postal instructions for the collection of money. In
the section, “The acceptance of mail with a
payment due on delivery, (Envois sous
remboursement, Nachnahmsendungen)” he wrote:
1. Items of mail are issued to addressees on
collection of a payment due, stipulated by the
sender.
2. It is permitted to send plain sealed letters, open
letters, printed works, trade samples and parcels
using this procedure.
3. The sum collected from the addressee, ... must
not exceed 150 marks.
4. This mail may be sent:
as ordinary mail;
registered;
with a declared value.
5. For each mark of the amount indicated on the
item of mail, 2 pfennigs postal revenue must be
collected from the sender on presentation, ... (a
minimum of 10 pfennigs for each item despatched).
[1]
From this document began the development of
postal regulations for cash on delivery mail in
Russia.
In his report Reimers does not yet use the
expression «наложенный платеж», “cash on
delivery”, (literally, “imposed payment” - Translator).
In further developmental documents the Russian
Postal Department used the concept but for a long
time considered it incorrect. Thus, the document
“Concerning postal instructions for mail with
payment due on delivery” stated, “... the expression
‘cash on delivery’ should not be used, since in
postal practice this expression embraces ... postal,
customs and other suchlike dues”. [2]

I

Translated by Alan Garside - BSRP
Later it was proposed to call such mail
«комиссионная» “commission”, but this term
was not accepted and for mail handed to the post
office with instructions for the collection of
money the term «наложенный платеж» (in the
meaning of “cash on delivery” - Translator), was
firmly established.
A memo drafted in 1886 for the Minister of the
Interior stated, “... in the transmission of cash on
delivery mail it might be possible to include
registered post (sealed letters and printed matter
in wrappers), money and valuable packets,
parcels and money bags ... the amount of cash on
delivery on insured mail may not be identical to
the declared value.” [3] Proceeding from the
experience of the German post office, where the
maximum amount for cash on delivery was 150
marks, (about 75 Russian roubles), it was
proposed to establish a cash on delivery limit of
100 roubles.
On 10th November 1887 the Minister of the
Interior confirmed a Provisional Decree for cash
on delivery mail. In accordance with the Decree,
cash on delivery mail was introduced in Russia
from 1st January 1888.
On 16th November 1887 the Head of the General
Post and Telegraph Administration (GPTA) issued
Circular No. 46 “Concerning cash on delivery
mail” which stated:
1. On desiring to receive from an addressee cash
due in return for his item of mail, the sender may
raise a charge on mail presented by him, that is,
fix a sum, which must be paid by the addressee
on receiving that mail.
2 It is permitted to raise payments due on the
following internal mail, (excluding mail to
Finland): sealed registered letters, registered
printed matter in wrappers, valuable packets,
parcels (valuable and ordinary).
Note. Cash on delivery mail for abroad is
not permitted.
3. Cash on delivery of mail does not alter the
character of that mail and that is why senders
are obliged to fulfil all requirements ... , laid
down for the type of post, to which ... that mail
belongs.
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4 The sender of cash on delivery mail is obliged
to:
a) show in the upper part of its address side
the amount due: “cash on delivery the sum of ..”
and
b) an inscription with name of sender and
address.
5. The sum fixed for cash on delivery must not
exceed 100 roubles.
6. For cash on delivery mail, over and above the
established postal fees there shall be charged to
the sender a special payment of commission of 2
kopecks per rouble or part rouble of the cash
payable on delivery of the mail, with a minimum
of 10 kopecks per instruction.
7. All cash on delivery mail (including registered
items) must be presented at proper offices of the
Post and Telegraph Administration. Such mail
must not be posted in a post-box.
Note: Cash on delivery mail collected from
a postbox will not be forwarded as designated. [4]

The initial cash on delivery limit was low (100
roubles) and as early as 1888 the heads of Kazan,
Odessa and a number of other Post-Telegraph
regions put a proposal to GPTA to raise it. However,
the postal administration moved cautiously and only
from 1st January 1891 set a new cash on delivery
limit at 200 roubles. From 1st January 1904 this
limit was raised to 500 roubles and from 1st January
1907 to 5,000 roubles.

Cash on delivery mail was accepted in post and
post-telegraph offices, carrying out all types of
postal operation.

A receipt, «росписка», showing the cash payable on
delivery was issued to the sender as an
acknowledgement of acceptance of mail (figures
1-2).

The despatch of cash on delivery mail was
permitted in several telegraph offices. In
December 1887 the St. Petersburg Postal Director,
notifying the head of the City Telegraph
Administration of the despatch to him of
cash on delivery registers, proposed the
establishment of postal cash on delivery
operations “at those city telegraph stations
where there is acceptance and issue of any
type of mail.” [5]

For a long time the commission fee for the amount
set for payment, (2% of cash payable on delivery, not
less than 10 kopecks), was accepted in cash, but from
July 1904 it became payable in stamps.
Until May 1904 all cash on delivery mail accepted,
irrespective of its type of post, was entered in the
acceptance book for recording insured post (Form
No. 1). In some postal establishments a separate
acceptance book was kept for cash on delivery mail
(Form No. la).

At its destination all cash on delivery mail was
recorded in the receipt book for recording insured
post (Form No. 7).

Cash on delivery mail was not accepted at
district (“volost”) offices or at railway
stations, but it is known to have been
accepted at railway termini where there were
state postal establishments.
According to “The Situation Regarding
Field Post-Telegraph Establishments” of
1890, cash on delivery mail to and
from the army was not permitted,
but the Minister of the Interior
from 1901-1904 allowed the
acceptance of this mail in the field
post offices of the Far East.
Evidently items of cash on
delivery field post are extremely
rare and have never been seen by
the author of this article.

Figure 1

Figure 2
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For a long time cash on delivery mail was only
issued at a post office. To inform the addressee a
notice, «повестка», was sent indicating the
amount he must pay (figure 3).
Cash on delivery mail was only issued to the
addressee on full payment of the amount due and

a hand-written or hand-stamped record of payment
of money and receipt of the mail was made (figure
4). If the record was made on the notice then for
control purposes the corresponding space in the
book (Form No. 7) was marked, “Issued against
receipt on notice” (figures 5-6).

Figure 3
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The money collected from the addressee was
despatched post-free to the sender in a sealed
valuable packet and from April 1898 by postal
service transfer («почтовый служебныи
перевод») except in some areas of the country
where the former process was retained. From
November 1906 throughout the whole country the
money was returned to the place of presentation of
cash on delivery mail by internal postal service
transfer only. Control marks showing the
execution of these payments were hand-written or
stamped in the books for insured post (figures
7-11).
A similar hand-stamp intended for financial
accountancy (figure 12) is known on a cash on
delivery letter sent from Samara to Khvalynsk in
1917.

KH. It: 1 !

The postal establishment informed the sender of
cash on delivery mail of the receipt of a valuable
packet or a service transfer with a notice. Since
until 1898 the notice referred to the receipt of a
“sealed valuable packet”, so as to obliterate these
words and indicate a “service transfer” instead, a
special violet hand-stamp was used in St.
Petersburg in 1898 (figure 13). The money was
paid out to the sender on production of his original
receipt, which was then retained at the post office
as confirmation of correct payment.
The amount paid was indicated on the face of the
sealed valuable packet or on the tear-off coupon of
the service transfer issued to the sender together
with his money. The despatch to which it related
and destination, receipt number and so on were
also shown (figure 14).
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On refusal by the addressee to pay the sum due,
the item of mail was not released to him but was
returned to the place of despatch. If the addressee
did not agree to confirm in writing his refusal to
pay the sum indicated and accept the item of mail,
then the postal official made an endorsement on
the notice.
Special hand-stamps for
and
endorsement
acceptance of returned
mail are known to exist
(figure 15).
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In the event of loss of
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cash on delivery mail
Figure 15
the postal authority only
paid out compensation for loss of an item of mail,
regardless of the amount payable on delivery. As
N. Sokolov wrote in an article, “The Contract for
Carrying by Post”: “If cash on delivery mail is
lost in the post before delivery to the addressee
then the fact that there was a payment due on
delivery has no significance. The Postal
Administration is responsible solely on the basis
of its general terms.” [6]
Before the nineties there was no exchange of cash
on delivery mail between Finland and the rest of
the Russian Empire although such mail had
existed in internal circulation in Finland since
1881 under the name of «почтовый аванс»,
(literally, “postal advance” = post with a payment
charged forward = «наложенный платеж» = “cash on
delivery” - Translator).

In May 1888 the Postmaster General of Finland
expressed the wish to establish exchange under
conditions corresponding to Finnish postal
regulations.
However, the Russian Postal Department replied,
“Postal regulations laid down on the highest
authority for Finland are only valid in Finland. ...
The exchange of mail with Finland as an integral
part of the Empire can take place in no other way
than under the regulations in force in the
Empire.” [7]
It took a long time for the two sides to reach
agreement. In September 1890 the Postal
Administration in Finland listed only two reasons
hindering the exchange. They were that “cash
payable on delivery must be indicated in a
currency not used in the country, (Author’s note this refers to Russian money), and that it would be

necessary to despatch money received to senders
in the Empire in sealed valuable packets
addressed in Russian, a language which is very
rarely used in Finnish postal establishments.”
Taking this into account, the Postal
Administration in Finland proposed the processing
of cash on delivery mail exchanged with the rest
of the Empire “involving only 37 post offices and
161 despatch offices of first class category.” [8]
On 30th April 1891 the Minister of the Interior
confirmed a Decree concerning the postal
department which stated that from 19th June to 1st
July the transmission of cash on delivery mail was
being introduced between Finland and the other
regions of the Russian State. It would be on the
basis of regulations operating in Russia but with
minor changes to the text and additional clauses
allowing for the specific character of Finland. For
example, in the additional clauses it stated,
“Cash on delivery mail can only be exchanged
with those places in Finland where there exist post
offices and despatch offices of first class category.
Transmission of this mail to other places in
Finland, and similarly abroad, is not allowed... .
In notifications, the sum payable on delivery is to
be indicated by postal locations in Finland in
roubles and kopecks.
In all those places in Finland where banking
facilities exist or where it is easy to obtain
Russian currency then the sum due must be paid ...
in that money or ... in Russian bills of exchange.
In other places the sum payable on delivery can
be paid in Finnish currency. The responsibility
for the exchange of Finnish currency and bills of
exchange into Russian currency is placed upon
the Finnish postal establishments.” [9]
In June 1894 the Head of GPTA wrote to the St.
Petersburg Postal Director, “The Minister of the
Interior ... has authorised permission from 15th
July of this year, within the boundaries of St.
Petersburg and at the wish of the addressee, for
« д о с т а в к а на до м » , “ d e l i v e r y t o
address” (literally, “to house/building” - Translator)
of: a) Cash on delivery mail with payment due not
exceeding 100 roubles for sealed registered
letters, printed matter in registered wrappers,
items in valuable packets, and payment due not
exceeding 50 roubles for parcels … and b)
valuable packets containing money from executed
cash on delivery instructions to a value not
exceeding 100 roubles.” [10] On notices for mail
being “delivered to address” the St. Petersburg
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head post office began printing the inscription:
«прошу доставить на дом» = “I request delivery
to address”, and the recipient wishing to receive
mail at his address had to sign his name alongside
and then hand in the notice to the post office or
drop it in a post-box post free. For delivery to
address charges were raised of 10 kopecks per
registered letter, registered wrapper or valuable
packet and 20 kopecks per parcel.

Several items of cash on delivery mail have handstamped marks: “imposed payment”, “with an
imposed payment”, “payment imposed” and so on
(all mean “cash on delivery” - Translator). The handstamps were often produced by the senders and
have a varied appearance (figures 18-20). The
colours of these marks are black, blue, violet and
red. The frame is single or double and sometimes
there is none.

Exactly the same delivery service was introduced
in Moscow in 1897 but with a cash on delivery
maximum of 50 roubles for all types of post.
Henceforth, the list of locations where cash on
delivery mail could be delivered to address
constantly grew and the cash on delivery limits
continued to be raised.

At the end of 1903 the postal authority was
preparing to introduce labels for insured mail and
the need arose to divide the registration of
registered and insured items of cash on delivery
mail.

In 1903 compulsory delivery to address of cash on
delivery mail was introduced in Kiev for parcels
and in St. Petersburg for sealed registered letters,
registered wrappers and valuable letters. This list
of places also continued to grow.
Since a charge was made for delivery to address of
cash on delivery mail several addressees refused
to receive this mail at their address and collected it
at the post office. To control the issue of mail post
offices began hand-stamping marks on the notice
or accompanying address form for a parcel:
“Issued at office”, “Issued from office” (figures
16-17).

In circular No. 120 of 10th December 1903 the
Head of GPTA laid down that from 1st May 1904
in major postal establishments registered cash on
delivery mail must be entered in Form No. 2a
record books, close in layout to those in which
accepted registered mail was recorded. Red
registration labels (figure 21) began to be affixed
to items of mail recorded in Form No. 2a books.
Postal establishments accepting very little
registered cash on delivery mail were permitted as
before to register it in books for recording accepted
insured mail, (Form No. 1, la).
Also from 1st May 1904 the acceptance began of
registered cash on delivery mail in senders’ private
acceptance books.
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From June 1904 to make it easier to pick
out registered cash on delivery mail from
the general mass of registered mail,
labels were introduced with bordering
and the Russian letter «З» (Z) in green
instead of red.
In practice the labels used were: 1) With
border and letter «З» in green, text and
number in black; 2) With border, letter
«З», text and number in green (figures
22-23). Labels are known which differed
from the typical design (figures 24-25).
The circular introducing the use of the
green labels also states, “In those
establishments where ... it is permitted to
retain the recording of registered mail in
Form No. 1 book, it is necessary to affix
to the mail the label with a blue border
proscribed for insured mail.” [11]
(figures 26-27).
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The circular had come out in the middle
of the year when postal establishments,
in accordance with previous instructions,
were already using books of labels with
borders and the letter «З» in red. It was
therefore decided to use up this supply of labels
“to exhaustion”.
In April 1905 changes followed again. Registered
cash on delivery mail, which had continued to be
registered in the Form No. 1 book, began to be
recorded in the Form No. 2 book (for recording
accepted registered mail) and registration labels
with bordering and the letter «З» in red were
affixed.
From June 1904 to April 1905 inclusive there was
a short interim period when 3 types of label were
in use for registered cash on delivery mail:
1) Insured (with blue border); 2) Registered (with
border and letter «З» in red); 3) Registered cash
on delivery (with border and letter «З» in green).
Postal establishments continued to register
accepted insured cash on delivery mail (valuable
packets and parcels) in the Forms No. 1 and 1a
books designated for them.
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Figure 24

Figure 25
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Figure 27

offices implement from 19th June the acceptance
of cash on delivery parcels addressed to Germany
… . The charge for cash on delivery mail should
be raised in postage stamps, to be affixed to the
accompanying address form.” [12] As parcels
received from abroad passed through customs
control the Postal Director established the
following procedure for their issue.
Parcels examined in the postal section of the
customs office:
in the absence of addressees - are passed to the
office for issue of parcels and are issued following
the generally established procedure.
in the presence of addressees - are issued from the
customs office, but only after payment of the cash
due on delivery, which takes place at the counter
of the office for acceptance of parcels.
The notice sent to the addressee (figure 28) was
hand-stamped with the options of payment before

From 1907 it was permitted to send registered
open letters as cash on delivery mail and from
1908 the acceptance began of cash on delivery
international parcels. The St. Petersburg Postal
Director in order No. 37 of 15th July 1908 wrote,
“I propose that parcels offices and city post
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Figure 28
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or after customs examination and a
certificate (удостоверение), stamped by the
cashier, was issued as receipt of payment
(figure 29).
GPTA introduced from 1st January 1909
new accompanying address forms for cash on
delivery parcels. The forms were yellow and
consisted of two parts, namely the accompanying
address and a postal service transfer for the money
from the executed instruction. Later minor changes
were made to these forms, but the old ones were
used by the post office until they ran out.
B. Kaminskii in his article “The Postal Tariffs of
Pre-Revolutionary Russia” gives an example with a
reproduction of an accompanying address
(«сопроводительный адрес») form for a cash on
delivery parcel sent from Warsaw on 16 October
1913 (figure 30). [13]
Another change concerning cash
on delivery mail took place in
1908. Circular No. 58 of 16th
August 1908 from Head of GPTA
pointed out, “In order that cash on
delivery mail cannot remain
unnoticed ... , to implement the
stamping of this mail with a
special hand-stamp; until all
establishments have been supplied
with identical hand-stamps,
distinctive red labels should be
introduced for this type of mail on
which ‘cash on delivery’ must be
print ed. ” In 1910 GP TA
confirmed the requirement for the
use of labels, but in 1915 instead
of affixing labels allowed

36

Figure 30
“applying a red ink imprint of a hand-stamp with
the inscription ‘cash on delivery’”. These handstamps had to be produced independently by the
postal establishments. In St. Petersburg (from
1914 - Petrograd) the General Post Office attended
to the production and distribution of these labels
and hand-stamps; here the use of labels with the
inscription “cash on delivery” is known from 1910
and of hand-stamps from 1915.
However, due to the lack of clarity in formulation
of the 1908 circular it was considered permissible
to use both labels and hand-stamps. For example

Figure 31
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Figure 32
in “The summary of
procedural rule books ...”
of 1909 it is stated that
“on cash on delivery mail
special labels are affixed
or ‘cash on delivery’
marks are hand-stamped
in red”. [14]
In actual fact the use is
known of red, brick-red,
pale red, lilac and pink
labels (figures 31-32) and
of red, blue and violet
han d-s tam p e d m a r k s
(figure 33).
Apart from this at that
time senders often handstamped or printed “cash
on delivery” inscriptions.
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In this event the post
offices were often limited
to affixing a green
registration label (figure
34).
From 1913 a green or red
registration hand-stamp
was often used for
registered cash on delivery
mail (figure 35).
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From December 1912 the transfer by telegraph of
the payment for executed cash on delivery
instructions was introduced. This kind of transfer
was carried out at the wish of either the sender or
the addressee. Stamps for the charge for transfer
by telegraph were affixed on payment:
by the sender - to the item of mail itself or to the
accompanying address form;

large cities the amount of registered cash on
delivery mail sometimes reached 5% - 6% of the
overall quantity of registered mail. In 1908 from
700-1,000 items of registered cash on delivery
mail were accepted daily in Moscow by the
ekspeditsiya for acceptance and despatch of
ordinary mail. This same establishment received a
further 300-700 items of registered cash on
delivery mail every day from post and posttelegraph branch offices throughout the City. [16]

by the addressee - to the service transfer form.
Statistical data shows that there was little cash on
delivery mail in the 19th century. For example, in
the middle of the 1890s the daily acceptance of
items was (on average):
St. Petersburg General Post Office
Moscow General Post Office
Khar’kov Post-Telegraph Office
Kursk Post-Telegraph Office
Akhtyrka Post-Telegraph Office

14-24
15
12
10
1-2 [15]

In the 1900s cash on delivery comprised 0.15%0.25% of all the internal mail of Russia. In the

Always, more than 50% of cash on delivery mail
consisted of parcels.
A much greater amount of cash on delivery mail
was carried in the year 1913 - 7,341,000 items of
mail, out of which 4,613,000 were parcels. [17]
A variety of labels, marks, hand-stamps and
overprints were used for cash on delivery mail and
only a few of them are illustrated in this article.
Some of the marks included in this article are
presently kept at The A. S. Popov Central
Museum of Communications, St. Petersburg,
Russia.
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A letter to Mount Athos
Natalie Krasheninnikoff
Shown below is an insured letter with a donation
of 5 roubles sent on the 14th of February 1901
from Alekseevka to the Ilyinsk monastery on
Mount Athos but addressed to the monastery’s
town house in Odessa where it arrived on the 18th
of February. It was directed to be handed over to
father Superior at the Ilyinsk skete on Mount
Athos. There is a transit mark of Kharkov of 15th
of February. The monastery’s town house in
Odessa received it on the 19th of February and
applied its cachet (the rectangular mark with the
letters O.A.И.H. OДECCKOE ИЛbИHCKOE
ПOДBOPЬE = The Ilyinsk Monastery’s Town
House in Odessa). Father Antoniy on Mount
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Athos received the letter on the 5th of March and
thanked for the donation on 28th of March 1901.
Mount Athos is a theocratic republic of orthodox
monks on the mountain Athos on the Greek
peninsula Chalkidiki. The first monastery Magiste
Laura was founded by the monk Anastasios in
962. In 971 or 972 the Emperor John the First
Tzimisces granted Mount Athos its first charter of
typicon. At the end of the 19th century every
nation belonging to the Greek Orthodox Church
owned one or more monasteries, and every year
they were visited by a great number of pilgrims
mostly from Russia. At that time Mount Athos
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was inhabited by approximately 6000 monks and
hermits spread over 20 monasteries, 12 sketes
(ascetic settlements grouped around a common
church) and also kelia or hermitages. In 1961 the
number of monks had decreased to less that 2000.
Most of the buildings originate from fourteenth to
nineteenth centuries and are surrounded by thick
fortification walls. Every monastery has its own
small harbour.
From 1430 to 1912 the republic was under
Turkish rule, but was administered by the Holy
Synod assembling in the small town Kariai where
a representative of the Turkish government had his
residence. According to a Turkish charter from the
times of Muras the Second no Turk was allowed
to take up residence on the monastery grounds,

but the Sublime Port collected a capitation tax. In
1912 Mount Athos was liberated from the Turks
by the Greek army and became an independent
republic under the protection of Greece. Its
present constitution was drawn up by abbots and
elders in 1924 and forms now a part of the Greek
constitution of 1927.
Since 1045 no female being either human or
animal has been allowed on the premises.
The monasteries got their income from the
production of vine, olive oil and honey as well as
from manufacturing of icons and other holy
objects and every donation was a most welcome
supplement, as the pilgrims mostly were poor.
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“To pay” marks of the Travelling Post Offices
Meer Kossoy - Israel

Translated by Alan Garside – BSRP

A. V. Kiryushkin and P. E. Robinson
made a major contribution to
philatelic research with their book,
“Russian Railwa y Post marks”,
(hereafter referred to as K&R). As a
result of studying written material
and examining the best known
collections relating to the subject
they managed to describe and provide
illustrations of the postmarks of
p r a ct i c al l y a l l 35 2 n u mb er ed
travelling post offices, (TPOs/postal
wagons), operating in Russia.
Ha noll
For many of the routes numerous
varieties of the postmarks are shown,
for example for TPO No. 39/40,
which worked the route from St.
Petersburg (Petrograd) to Gapsal (Riga) and
back, there are all in all 65 different varieties.
These figures have been introduced with the
aim of showing the comparative rarity of
something else shown in K&R’s book - the 50
(out of a possible 352) TPO “to pay” marks.
Even then, only one copy each of about 40 of
them is known to exist but with no guide to
period of usage, just a particular date.

The author considers further philatelic research
and description of the “to pay” marks of
travelling post offices to be important since
more than 300 of them (taking into account
different varieties) are still unknown and also
there is a lack of information about the period
of usage of the known marks.
The author would like to make his own
contribution in this article to the research of the
“to pay” marks of travelling post offices. With
this in mind he presents a number of them
below, demonstrating a range of varieties.
Figure 1 shows a postcard sent on TPO No. 77,
which from 1899-1904 worked the route:
Murom - Kineshma. This is indicated by a
round black postmark:
5 SEN.
POCHTOVYI VAGON № 77/
(TYABRYA) 1902 (5.9.02, 3-line date)
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Figure 1
The card is unpaid – there is no stamp, therefore
an oval black “to pay” mark has been applied
with the inscription “DOPLATIT” (“to pay”)
and the amount of postage due is entered – 6k
(kopecks), which corresponds to double tariff.
There is no inscription to indicate that it
belongs to TPO No. 77 but nevertheless, it can
be supposed that the “to pay” mark had been
stamped not at the place of arrival but on the
postal wagon. This is borne out by the
following facts:
1) The TPO postmark and the “to pay” mark on
the card are the same colour – black, and the
receiving postmark is a different colour – red.
2) In accordance with postal regulations the “to
pay” mark had to be stamped on mail
immediately after discovery of any
underpayment, and preliminary control was
exercised by the TPO.
3) The “to pay” marks described in K&R are of
a more recent date than September 1902.
Probably TPO No. 77 still did not have its own
“to pay” mark in September 1902 and for this
reason used one of a state standard pattern.
The card is addressed to St. Petersburg, the
receiving postmark is:
S.PETERBURG / 7.IX.1902
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Figure 2 shows a postcard sent on
TPO No. 272, which from 1903
1916 worked the route: Valk Shtokmangof. This is shown by a
round black postmark:

{j/>

POCHTOVYI VAGON № 272 / 6.
IV.06 (crossed date)
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The card is unpaid – there is no
stamp, therefore an oval black “to
pay” mark has been applied with
the inscription:
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DOPLATIT’ / 272 POCHT.(OVYI)
VAGON 272 (see figure 2a) and
Figure 2a
Figure 2
the amount of postage due is
The card is unpaid – there is no stamp, therefore
entered – 6k (kopecks), which corresponds to
an oval black “to pay” mark has been applied with
double tariff.
the inscription:
The “to pay” mark shown, (depending on
DOPLATIT’ / V / 36 / POCHT.(OVYI) VAGON. /
inscription and location), appears to be the most
V/ 36 (see figure 3a) and the amount of postage
widely used of all those known, and it could be
due is entered – 6к (kopecks), which corresponds
provisionally accepted as the “Main” type. The
to double tariff.
TPO No. 272 “to pay” marks are not described in
K&R.
Unlike the mark in figure 2a, the mark in figure
3a has in addition the capital Russian letter «В»
The card is addressed to St. Petersburg, the
(English “V”) inserted above the route number 36.
receiving stamp is:
This same serial letter «В» is shown in the
postmark of the TPO as well. It could be
S.PETERBURG / 7.IV.1906
suggested that on TPO No. 36 there may have
been a number of postmarks distinguished by their
Figure 3 shows a postcard sent on TPO No. 36
different serial letters and the exact same number
which from 1884-1915 worked the route: Gryazi of “to pay” marks, each postmark corresponding
Orel. This is shown by an oval black postmark:
to its own “to pay” mark with exactly the same
serial letter. Other TPOs also had several
GRYAZI*36*OREL / 23.12.13 / *V*
postmarks but only one “to pay” mark. Several
TPOs used the same “to pay” mark for both their
outward and return route.
There is one more detail
distinguishing Route 36 from
the others– in the final word
“WAGON”, «ВАГОНЪ»,
there is no letter «Ъ», (hard
sign).
There is an interesting
receiving postmark on the
card:

Figure 3a
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Figure 3

MOSKVA/ NE VPOL.(NE)
OPLACH.(ENO) / 24.12.13 /
V EH.(KSPEDITSIYA)
(Moscow/Underpaid/ 24.12.13/
No. 5 Despatch office)
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That type of special postmark for “to
pay” mail was used only in Moscow
from 1911-1916.
Figure 4 shows a postcard sent on
TPO No. 145 which from 1899
1900 worked the route:
Novoselitsa – Bel’tsy. This is shown
by a rare type of octagonal black
postmark:
POCHTOVYI VAGON № 145 /
2.1.1900 (cross-dated).
The card is franked with a 3 kopeck
stamp, (Michel 43), which fully
corresponds with the postal tariff.
However, the writing of the address
infringed a requirement of postal
regulations, according to which a card must be
divided into two parts by a vertical line and the
address side on the right must only occupy half of
the card. Since there is no vertical dividing line
on the card and the address does not occupy half
of the card but the greater part, an oval black “to
pay” mark has been applied in return for these
infringements with the inscription:

The card is addressed to St. Petersburg and the
receiving postmark is:
S.PETERBURG / 6.1.1900
Figure 5 shows a postcard which according to the
postmark
was
despatched
from
EKATERINBURG 7.4.11. For delivery to the
addressee at Verkhneturinskii Zavod the card was
forwarded to the station at Gornoblagodatskaya,
where it was put on TPO No. 281, which from
1906 worked the route: Gornoblagodatskaya –
Nadezhdinskii Zavod, (there is no TPO
postmark).

DOPLATIT’ / 145 POCHT.(OVYI) VAGON 146
(see figure 4a ) and the amount of postage due is
entered – 8k (kopecks).
This “to pay” mark is different from those shown
in figures 2a and 3a in that its inscription
indicates not only the outward route, 145, but also
the return one, 146, thus allowing one “to pay”
mark to be used for the two routes. The TPO /
146 “to pay” marks are not described in K&R.
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On checking the mail arriving on the postal
wagon it was discovered that the postcard was
franked with a 2 kopeck stamp (Michel 65)
instead of 3 kopecks in compliance with the
postal tariff. Therefore an oval black “to pay”
mark was applied with the
inscription:
DOPLATIT’ / 281 POCHT.(OVYI)
VAGON 282 (see figure 5a )and the
amount of postage due is entered –
2k (kopecks).
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The “to pay” mark in figure 5a, like
the mark in figure 4a, indicates not
only the outward route, 281, but
also the return one, 282. The mark
has an interesting variation – the
inner oval is formed with four arcs.
The TPO / 282 “to pay” marks are
also not described in K&R.

Figure 5
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There is an interesting receiving
postmark on the card:
ST.(ANTSIYA) VERKHNAYA /
BOGOSLOV.(SKAYA) ZH.
(ELEZNAYA) D.(OROGA) / 8.4.11
Figure 6 shows a postcard sent on
TPO No. 137 which from 1900-1916
worked the route: Vladikavkaz Baku. This is shown by an oval
black postmark:
VLADIKAVKAZ-137-БАКU/
26.6.12
Figure 6
Figure 6a
The card is unpaid – there is no
VLADIKAVKAZSKAYA, the adjective formed from
stamp, therefore an oval red “to pay” mark has
VLADIKAVKAZ).
been applied with the inscription:
DOPLATIT’ / 137 POCHT.(OVYI) VAGON 138
(see figure 6a ) and the amount of postage due is
entered – 6k (kopecks), which corresponds to
double tariff.

Figure 7 shows a postcard sent on TPO No. 70
which from 1906 worked the route: Tashkent Samara. This is shown by an oval black postmark:
TASHKENT * 70 * SAMARA / 7.10.06

Just as in the “to pay” marks in figures 4a and 5a,
in figure 6a both the outward route, 137, and the
return route, 138, are indicated. The mark has an
interesting variation – there is no inner oval. A red
“to pay” mark is rarely encountered, the majority
are black. This type of “to pay” mark with no
inner oval and also the “to pay” marks of TPO No.
137/138 are not described in K&R.

The card is unpaid – there is no stamp, therefore
an oval black “to pay” mark has been applied with
the inscription:
DOPLATIT’ / POCHT.(OVYI) VAG.(ON)
SAMARA - TASHKENT (see figure 7a) and the
amount of postage due is entered – 6k (kopecks),
which corresponds to double tariff.

The card has an interesting receiving stamp:
ST.(ANTSIYA) BALADZHARY / VLADSK.
(AYA) ZH.(ELEZNAYA) D.(OROGA) /29.6.12
(“VLADSKAYA” is an abbreviation for

The inscription shows the departure and
destination stations of the outward route, Samara –
Tashkent, but not the TPO number, 69. It should
be noted that in accordance with its postmark the
card was being carried by the postal
wagon on the return route:
Tashkent – Samara. It could be
supposed that one and the same “to
pay” mark was used on the TPO
both for the outward route, No. 69:
Samara – Tashkent and for the
return route, No. 70: Tashkent –
Samara. The “to pay” marks of TPO
No. 69/70 are not described in
K&R.
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The card is addressed to St.
Petersburg and the receiving
postmark is:
S-PETERBURG / 8.X.1906.
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Figure 8 shows a postcard sent on
TPO No. 204 which from 1899
worked the route: Chardzhui Krasnovodsk. This is shown by an
oval black postmark:
CHARDZHUI – 204
KRASNOVODSK / 7.9.13

–

The card is unpaid – there is no
stamp, therefore an oval black “to
pay” mark has been applied with
the inscription:
DOPLATIT’ / POCH.(TOVYI)
VAG.(ON) KRASNOVODSK Figure 8
Figure 8a
CHARDZHUI (see figure 8a ) and
the amount of postage due is
Irkutsk. This is shown by an oval black postmark:
entered – 6k (kopecks), which corresponds to
double tariff.
KRASNOYARSK. – 197 – IRKUTSK. / 27.5.10
The inscription shows the departure and
The card is unpaid – there is no stamp, therefore
destination stations of the outward route,
an oval black “to pay” mark has been applied with
Krasnovodsk – Chardzhui, but not the TPO
the inscription:
number, 203. From the latter, it could be supposed
that one and the same “to pay” mark was used on
DOPL.(ATIT’) / P.(OCHTOVYI) V.(AGON) /
the postal wagon both for the outward route,
KRASNOYAR.(SK) 197 IRKUT.(SK) (see figure
No. 203: Krasnovodsk – Chardzhui and for the
9a ) and the amount of postage due is entered – 6k
return route, No.204: Chardzhui - Krasnovodsk.
(kopecks), which corresponds to double tariff.
The “to pay” marks of TPO No. 203/204 are not
described in K&R.
Unlike the marks in figures 7a and 8a, the
inscription of the “to pay” mark in figure 9a does
The card is addressed to St. Petersburg and the
not only show the departure and destination
receiving postmark is:
stations of the route: Krasnoyarsk – Irkutsk but
also the TPO number, 197, which coincides with
S.PETERBURG / 13.9.13.
the number on the postmark. Therefore it could be
suggested that the return route No.198, Irkutsk –
Figure 9 shows a postcard sent on TPO No.197
Krasnoyarsk, had its own “to pay” mark with its
which from 1900 worked the route: Krasnoyarsk number and a similar inscription.
It could also be pointed out how
rarely a variant is encountered
with the word “DOPLATIT’
” (“to pay”) in abbreviated form
as well as with such an abundance
of text.
The card is addressed to
Bla goveshchensk an d the
receiving stamp is:
BLAGOVESHCHENSK AMUR.
(SKAGO) (KRAYA) / 4.6.10
(Amur Region)
Figure 9a

Figure 9
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Not only TPOs but also their
travelling sub-offices had handstamps for “to pay” mail.
By way of an example of this,
figure 10 shows a postcard sent on
Travelling Sub-Office No. 16
which from 1900-1912 worked the
route: Khar’kov - Moscow. This is
shown by an oval black postmark:

OTKPblTOE n1t1CbMO.-CARTE POSTALE.
BCEMIPKblii
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KHAR’KOV – 16 – MOSKVA /
OTD.(ELENIE)/6.9.09
(sub-office)
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Figure 10a
Figure 10
The card is unpaid – there is no
stamp, therefore an oval black “to
Ireland via Riga to DUBBEL’N – there is no
pay” mark has been applied with the inscription:
arrival stamp.
DOPLATIT’ / 16 OTDELENIE POCHT.
(OVAGO) VAGONA 16 (see figure 10a ) and the
When the mail was being checked it was
amount of postage due is entered – 6k (kopecks),
discovered that this card was underpaid, therefore
which corresponds to double tariff. The “to pay”
it was stamped with a black mark, a letter “T” in a
mark of TPO 16 is not described in K&R.
hexagonal frame, which indicates the need for
additional payment, and in green pencil in the top
left-hand corner the amount to pay is shown – the
The card is addressed to Moscow and the
receiving stamp is:
figure “15” (centimes = 6 kopecks).
An oval black “to pay” mark was applied on the
postal wagon with the inscription:

MOSKVA / 5.9.09
“To pay” post sent from abroad had its own
peculiarity – there is usually no TPO postmark,
only TPO “to pay” marks were used.
By way of an example of this, figure 11 shows a
postcard which in accordance with its postmark –
DUBLIN / 9 AU(GUST) 04, was despatched from

DOPLATIT’ / 5 POCHT.(OVYI) VAGON 5
(see figure 11a ) and the amount of postage due is
entered – 12k (kopecks) which corresponds to
double the additional payment required.
There is no TPO postmark on the card. However,
the “to pay” mark indicates the route number – 5.
This enables it to be determined
that the card was forwarded on
TPO No. 5, which from 1872
1913 worked the route: Vilno –
Warsaw.
After the Russian Revolution in
1917 and the formation of the
RSFR the numbering of the
travelling post offices was
changed, and this fact must be
borne in mind when conducting
philatelic research.

Figure 11a
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Figure 11
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As an example of this, figure 12
shows a postcard sent on TPO
No. 214 which from 1918 worked
the route: Oranienbaum - Leningrad.
This is shown by an oval black
postmark:
ORANIENBAUM –
LENINGRAD / 30.7.24

214

–

The card is unpaid – there is no
stamp, therefore an oval black “to
pay” mark has been applied with the
inscription:
DOPLATIT’ / ORANIENBAUM
Figure 12a
Figure 12
214 LENINGRAD (see figure 12a)
and the amount of postage due is
In pre-revolutionary Russia TPO No. 214 worked
entered – 9k (kopecks), which corresponds to the
the route: Olita – Grodno from 1899-1900,
tariff for registered mail.
Orany - Grodno from1900-1908, and Orany –
Mosty from1908-1917.
The card is addressed to Leningrad and the
receiving stamp is:
LENINGRAD / 31.7.24.
It should be borne in mind that until 1917 the
route from Oranienbaum to Leningrad was part of
the suburban network and did not have the type of
route numbers shown in figures 2a to 11a.
Oranienbaum was connected to St. Petersburg by
two branch-lines (see Dobin’s article); for the
postmark of the Peterhof Railway see figure 12b
and for that of the Baltic Railway see figure 12c.

Figure 12b

Figure 12c

References:
A. V .Kiryushkin and P. E. Robinson “Russian Railway postmarks”, 1994.
M. Dobin “The Despatch of Mail between St. Petersburg and the Suburbs”, Sovetskii Kollektsioner,
No. 22, 1984, pp 47-63.
Editor’s note: All illustrations of postcards are reduced to 75%. Individual marks are reproduced at full size.
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Russian sedentary field post/telegraph
cancellations of Kwangchentze (Changchun),
Manchuria.
Raymond Casey
Changchun is an important town in North
Manchuria and in the early years of the 20th
century lay on Line 265/266 of the Russian
controlled Chinese Eastern Railway, connecting
Harbin with the naval base of Port Arthur.
After the Russo-Japanese War (1904-1905) the
southern part of the line was ceded to Japan and
renamed the South Manchuria Railway.
Changchun then became the new southern terminus of
Line 265/266 and the point of mail exchange
between the Russian and Japanese spheres of
influence in Manchuria. To the Russians the town
was known as Kvanchandzy, Kvanchendzy,
Kuanchendzy, Kuanchentszy or Kuan’chentszy.
The spelling Kwangchentze, made familiar to
western readers by Tchilinghirian and Stephen
(1959), is used in the present note. This has
been prompted by publication in BJRP 88
(Stoten, 2002, p.62, fig. 3) of an incomplete
postmark, which, although of uncertain date,
can be ascribed confidently to Kwangchentze
and to the period of Russian military
involvement in Manchuria (1900-1907). A
complete impression of this postmark is shown
herein in figure 3. To explain its significance it
is necessary to discuss other sedentary field
post/telegraph cancellations applied at
Kwangchentze during that period. Several FPOs
and FPTOs were based at this town during the
ebb and flow of the Russo-Japanese War and
the subsequent military run-down (1904-1907)
(Epstein, 1996). Only the three cancellations
dealt with below, however, can be attached to a
sedentary office, i.e., an office never having
had any location but Kwangchentze.
Circular No. 44 (1900) of the Russian Post and
Telegraph Department, issued 9 November and
published in its official Journal, records the
opening of a Field Post Telegraph Office at
Kwangchentze. It closed in February 1907 (Epstein,
1996, p. 51). Despite the use of separate
cancellers for much of the time, the two
services - post and telegraph - handled military
and civilian mail at a single establishment in the
town. From February 1907 Russian postal
business in Kwangchentze appears to have been
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conducted exclusively at the railway station,
some 3 km to the west.
The cancellations relevant to this article are as
follows:

1. No. 14 Field Post Office.
Single-circle 27 1/2 mm diameter with No. 14i
POLEVAYA POCHT. KONT. (No. 14 Field
Post Office) at top and PRIAMUR. OKR.
(Priamur District) at bottom, serial ‘1’ at sides
and cross-shaped date. Period of use: Nov. 1900
until at least Sep. 1905. This is the cancellation
recorded by Epstein (1996, p. 51) as belonging
to Reserve FPO 14. It is an example of
Tchilinghirian and Stephen’s Standard Type
‘MM’, issued to the Manchurian offices in 1900.
These authors correctly surmised (1959, p. 454)
that such a type must have been issued to
Kwangchentze Town, though they were
uncertain of the serial number. Mandrovskii
and Epstein (1991, p. 11) were able to assign
Reserve FPO No. 14 to Kwangchentze and to
confirm that it was situated in the town itself
rather than the railway station. Figure 1 herein
is to my knowledge the first illustration of its
cancellation. This was taken from a soldier’s
card to Lugansk with the free-frank cachet of
an army ambulance unit and dateline “Gor.
(Town) Kwangchentze 26 VIII 1905”.

Figure 1.
Datestamp of No. 14 FPO (Kwangchentze).
The FPO datestamp was applied two days later
and being in Old Style was equivalent to 10
September 1905 New Style - five days after the
Treaty of Portsmouth had been signed to end
the Russo-Japanese War.
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2. Kwangchentze Field Telegraph Branch.
Single-circle 28 1/2 mm diameter
with
KVANCHANDZY (Kwangchentze) at top
and POLEV. TEL. OT. PRIAM. OK. (Field
Telegraph Branch Priamur District) at bottom,
serial ‘1’ at sides and cross-shaped date. Period
of use: Nov. 1900 and presumably until at least Sept.
1905. This belongs to Tchilinghirian and
Stephen’s Standard Type ‘NN’, issued to
Manchurian offices in 1900. First recorded by
Tchilinghirian (1961, pp. 12, 15, fig. 33) from
a cover in the Maslowski collection dated 11 XI
1904. It is rarely seen and the earliest date I
have is on a card to Tyumen posted 14 IV 1902.
Figure 2 shows a registered cover to Paris
posted from the Kwangchentze Field
Telegraph Branch 14 II 1904. Due to the postal

I

clerk’s error the figure ‘4’ in the year portion
of the date is replaced by an unseriffed Roman
‘I’. The chief point of interest in this cover,
however, is the registration label. It
demonstrates that the field post and telegraph
services at Kwangchentze were at this time
united into a single office, undoubtedly
operating under the same roof, as they had
probably done from the outset. In this respect
the registration label is more informative than
the cancellers. The same situation is found at
Yingkow, where Type ‘MM’ (No. 13 FPO) or
Type ‘NN’ (Yingkow FTB) appear to have
been used randomly at what registration labels
indicate was a unified post-telegraph
establishment (see Casey, 1992, p. 26, fig. 2;
Hofmann, 1993, p. 194).

•

Figure 2.
Registered cover to Paris cancelled at Kwangchentze Field Telegraph Branch with drawing of
cancellation at right (error of date 1901 f or 19 04. The label indicates unification of post and telegraph
services.
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3. No. 14 Reserve Field Post
Office and Telegraph Branch.

,. J,

--· ••

"'

•

Double-circle with diameters 28mm
15mm and inscription POLEV.
ZAP. N 14 P.K. i T.OTD.(No. 14
Reserve FPO and Telegraph
Branch) enclosed between two
asterisks at left and serial letter
at right, date in one line between
bars. Period of use: probably
issued about Sep. 1905 and in
use until closure of office in Feb.
1907. This cancellation replaced
the two earlier ones and gave
Figure 3.
recognition to the unified nature of Cover to Berlin posted at No. 14 Reserve FPO and Telegraph
the two services. It is illustrated in
Branch.
figure 3 from a cover to Berlin dated
18 4 06, i.e., during the post-war period of
Russian military withdrawal from Manchuria.
Extant material is much too scarce to give any
firm idea on the date of introduction of this
canceller. Another in the same series was in use at
1st Army HQ as early as 28 July 1905 (Old Style)
judging by an illustration in Mandrovskii and
Epstein (1991, p. 23, fig. 14). All my
Figure 4.
examples from this office are dated between
Datestamp of FPO and Telegraph Branch at 1st
late August and November 1905 and are either
Army HQ, struck in blue on soldier's card to
serial ‘b’ (figure 4) or ‘v’, some in black, some in
Aleksandrovsk Ekaterinoslav
blue, some cancelling stamps, others on
stampless stationery. They raise the possibility
that serial letters other than ‘a’ may exist for
the Kwangchentze office.
use of a postage stamp does not necessarily
imply non-military mail: the serviceman’s
Returning to the illustration and comments in
post-free privilege did not extend to
BJRP 88 (Stoten, 2002), it should be noted that
registered, insured or foreign-bound mail.
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Some observations concerning the multiple
handstamps used for trident overprints in Poltava.
Stephen Hornby
Collectors of Ukraine will be familiar with the
four different tridents, which were used in the
Poltava postal district during the time of the
Hetmanite regime, and for some time afterwards
under other political regimes. There were two
different designs of trident. The Poltava 1 design
has the left-hand base line lying over the line of
the oval central body while the right hand base

Poltava 1a

Poltava 1b

The object of this short article is to record the
distribution of sub-types of Poltava 1 in some of
the multiple handstamps used in Poltava to
overprint kopek value stamps of the Imperial arms
issues.
In his 1959 monograph, Dr. Seichter identified
and illustrated five different handstamps of 25
subjects which were used to overprint whole
panes of these stamps in a single operation, as
well as four handstamps of 5 subjects which
overprinted a row of five stamps at a time. In fact
he illustrated several varieties of each of the
handstamps of 25 as the individual tridents in
these large handstamps were apparently poorly
secured in the holders and shifted slightly in use,
producing noticeably different impressions.
The 5 handstamps of 25 he designated 25A to
25E; the four handstamps of 5 he designated 5A to
5D. The usual ink used for overprinting the kopek
values was violet and these overprints were made
with type 1 tridents cast in rubber and mostly by
means of these multiple handstamps.
So far as I am aware nothing has been published
which records the distribution of the sub-types of
Poltava 1 in any of these multiple handstamps.

line lies behind the line of the body. Poltava 2
shows the opposite arrangement; on the left the
base line lies behind the body line while on the
right the base line lies over it. There are three subtypes of Poltava 1 recognisable by slight
variations in the shape of the trident, evident in the
illustration. (See below)

Poltava 1c

Poltava 2

This is now possible for three of the five
handstamps of 25 and for one of the four
handstamps of 5.
Seven full panes - some joined in the form of half
sheets - were available for study [1]. These
included examples of handstamps 25C and 25D,
while it proved possible to reconstruct handstamp
25B from two large blocks. A half sheet
overprinted with what I think is handstamp 5B
was also available. The panes came from Dr.
Seichter’s own collection and the handstamps of
25 were identified, presumably by him, in pencil
in the margins of the panes. The handstamp of 5
was simply labelled “5 stempel” and its
identification as type 5B is my own and may be
mistaken. This, however, does not affect the main
point, which emerges from an examination of this
material.
The layout of sub-types in handstamp 5B appears
to be 1a 1b 1b? 1b 1b. The middle trident in all
fifty strikes is very blurred, but enough can be
made out to suggest that it cannot be type la and
(as will be shown later) since it cannot be 1c, it
must be another 1b. The layout of sub-types in the
handstamps of 25 is as follows:
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Handstamp 25B

Handstamp 25C

Handstamp 25D

1b

1b

1b

1b

1b

1b

1b

1b

1b

1a

1a

1a?

?

1a

1b

1b

1b

1b

1b

1b

1b

1b

1b

1b

1b

1a

1a

1a

1a

1a

1b

1b

1b

1b

1b

1b

1b

1b

1b

1b

1a

1a

1a

1a

1a

1b

1b

1b

1b

1a

1b

1b

1b

1b

1b

1a

1a

1a

1a

1a

1b

1a

1b

1b

1b

1b

1b

1b

1b

1b

1a

1b

1a

1a

1b

Once again, poor prints make it difficult to be
certain about one trident in the top row of
handstamp 25D and impossible to decide which
sub-type occupies the centre of that line.
Nevertheless one thing is immediately evident. In
all examples so far examined one single sub-type
predominates in every handstamp. My underlining
of the less common type in each case emphasises
this fact. On a sheet overprinted by handstamp
25B ninety-two of the tridents will be sub-type 1
while on one overprinted by handstamp 25C
ninety-six of the tridents will be of that sub-type.
A sheet overprinted by handstamp 25D will have
at least 84 tridents of sub-type 1a. A sheet
overprinted with handstamp 5B will show 80
examples of sub-type 1.
A reservation concerning the layout of sub-types
for handstamp 25B must be entered here. I worked
this out not from a complete pane, but from two
large blocks.
One block of 5 x 3 - the top three rows of a pane was identified as handstamp 25B by Dr. Seichter.
The bottom two rows are derived from a block of
5 x 2 of another value and identified by me using
Dr. Seichter’s illustrations of these handstamps as
a guide. Anyone familiar with these illustrations
will understand that it is difficult to use them to
identify a handstamp with certainty. It is possible
that my identification is wrong and that these
stamps came from the bottom rows of either
handstamp 25A or 25E (the stamps were 70 kopek
perforated stamps and these can be found
overprinted by all the handstamps of 25 except
25D). However the basic point remains. Tridents
of a single sub-type predominate in all of the
handstamps of 25 or 5 so far studied.
One point of interest for collectors is to see how
easily one might mis-identify even very large
blocks overprinted by these handstamps of 25 as
examples of the use of a single rubber handstamp.
The poor horizontal alignment of the tridents in
these large handstamps and their propensity to
shift in position and for their angle to change with
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use only adds to the impression that a single rather
than a multiple handstamp has been used. A pane
overprinted with handstamp 25C remained in my
collection for some years labelled as an example
of the use of a single handstamp of sub-type 1b
until I noticed that it exactly replicated the panes
identified by Dr. Seichter as 25C. Seeing 1b
tridents filling whole lines had led me to jump to
the conclusion that a single handstamp had been
used as I had always assumed that multiple
handstamps from Poltava would resemble those
used elsewhere and that a mixture of the sub-types
would be found in any multiple handstamp. The
result was that I had failed to examine every
position on the pane and had missed the single
example of type 1a, which appeared there.
The layout of these multiple handstamps may
have a bearing on another question. One page of
my Poltava collection was early on laid out in
order to illustrate, with as clear examples as I
could find, the different trident types found in
violet ink using rubber handstamps on the one
hand and those found in black ink using metal
handstamps on the other.
I had understood from the work published in
English that sub-types 1a, 1b and 1c were found in
violet ink applied by means of rubber handstamps
on kopek value stamps while all four sub-types
were to be found in black ink printed from metal
handstamps on rouble value stamps. However I
had never been able to identify a copy of sub-type
1c in violet ink on a kopek value stamp. The only
explanation I could envisage for this was that the
mould for this type produced poor casts and that
1c overprints were lost among the many
overprints from Poltava which were too blurred
for the sub-type to be discerned. Having no
knowledge of German, I had never acquainted
myself with what Dr. Seichter had had to say on
the subject, but I checked the work of both
Roberts & Greaves, and Dr. Ceresa and found that
my recollections were correct and that both stated
that sub-types la, 1b and 1c were found in violet
ink on kopek value stamps. [2]
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The problem remaining unsolved, I looked again at
Dr. Seichter’s 1959 monograph on the Poltava
tridents. It needed no knowledge of German to see
that in his price list, where he recorded what Poltava
types were to be found on which values and in which
colours of ink, he records only sub-types 1a and 1b
in violet on kopek value stamps. Though I had
looked at this list before I had not noticed this - an
illustration of the fact that one can fail to see what
one is not expecting to see.
Seeing this, I made the effort to translate as well as I
could those sections of his monograph in which he
appeared to be dealing with sub-type lc. On page 8
was a short, three lined paragraph which states quite
simply that sub-type lc was used only as a single
handstamp and that it had “not yet been seen” in
violet or used as part of a multiple handstamp. [3]
[1].

The contradiction between this clear statement and
the opinions expressed in the works of Roberts &
Greaves and Dr. Ceresa could not be clearer. What
was found on the multiple handstamps so far
examined and the fact that I have never been able
to identify an example of sub-type 1c in violet on
a kopek values stamp suggests to me that Dr.
Seichter is right on this point and the English
writers mistaken. Since most English collectors
will have based themselves on the English authors
I think it worth drawing attention here to the fact
that apparently only sub-types la and 1b will be
found in violet ink; 1c can, of course, be found in
black applied with a metal handstamp on both
rouble and kopek values.

NOTES:
I should like here to thank Mr. Pateman for the loan of his Poltava stock.

[2].

A.W. Greaves & C.W. Roberts; “The Trident Issues of the Ukraine”, (privately printed, l948-l956),
Pt.3:, Kharkov, Yekatarinoslav & Poltava, p.26.
Dr. R.J.Ceresa: “The Postage Stamps of Russia, 1917-1923”, Vol. 2, Ukraine, parts 5/6, The Trident
Issues of Katerynoslav and Poltava, (Aug. 1982), p.97 & 108d;

[3].

Dr. R. Seichter: “Ukraine 1918/20. Bezirk Poltawa”, (Soltau, 1959), p. 8
-- -- -- --
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Volost’ registration label
George G. Werbizky
Mr. Lev Ratner, in three
consecutive articles in the journal
“Registered mail in Russia (1872 1917)”, provided us with excellent
overview of this subject. The
registered cover shown here will
serve as a small addition to
examples presented in the article.
The letter was mailed from “вол.
( остное ) прав .( ление ) Вол .
(огодской) губ.(ернии)” = volost’
administration in Vologda gubernia,
town of Aykinskoye [volost’ is an
administrative unit for several
villages]. Both the registration label
and the cancel carry this
designation.

---·

l
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The sending was addressed to the
court in Ust’sysol’sk and it was a
“прошение” = petition. It left
Aykinskoye on January 31, 1913, and
arrived at Ust’sysol’sk on February
2nd. Examination of Kiryushkin &
Robinson book “List of post offices in
the Russian Empire” shows that
volost’ post offices were distributed
across the whole country. Yet one
does not frequently find registered
letters with volost’ labels.

In today’s Russia the familiar
registration label seems to be
disappearing. Lately several
registered items (sender’s
statement in the letter) sent to
me carry a bar-coded label
(right). The US postal system
recognizes such items as
“certified mail”. Interestingly,
certified mail is for US
domestic use only.
Editor’s note: All illustrations
are reduced to 60%.
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Odessa-Ungeni railway - Addendum
Leonard Tann
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1908 postcard with fine ovals of RENI - BENDERI ‘a’

March 1915 postcard with 3k. Romanoff stamp. Oval ODESSA *49* UNGENI, to Kiev.
The serial at the base of the postmark is too faint to determine.
Two more items from this line and, in the Nagl auction in Germany of October 2002, there was a very fine

registered cover of 1913. Those stamps are cancelled by the earlier circular postmark reading;
BENDERI / ZHELYEZNODOR PO, and the ‘matching’ registration label of the station post office
reads; BENDERSKOYE / ZHEL. DOR. P. O. [Railway station Post Office].
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Letters to the editor
Registered mail of Russia 1807-1872
From Tony Speeckaert
The series “The Registered Mail of Russia (1872
1917)” in the BSRP Journals 86 to 88 and more
specifically the first instalment incites me to come
back once more briefly on the subject of early
registration.
Mr. Lev Ratner’s article in Journal 86 ( pages 4 to
17 ) is very well documented but - in my opinion - he
comes to the wrong conclusion when he states on
page 12 “There was no registered post in Russia
prior to 1872”.
Reading carefully the descriptions given for “insured
letters without insurance fee” it is obvious that there
was practically no difference between such letters
and the “Zakaznoe”-letters from 1872. These
“insured letters” for which the weight charges were
double those of an ordinary letter and received
generally only one wax seal on reverse - in
opposition to “money letters” for which were paid
the same weight charges as for an ordinary letter plus
insurance and received five wax seals - were
numbered and registered in a book, a receipt was
delivered, they were given out in the post office
against the presentation of a “Povestka” (a
notification that was sent to the addressee) and the
sender could claim a compensation if his letter was
lost.
The main difference between the systems from 1807
and 1872 was - the name. Since 1807 they were
called “letter with document” or “strakhovoe

pismo” (insured letter) as opposed to what we
understand nowadays by “insured letters” which
were called “money letters” back then. In 1872 the
name becomes “Zakaznoe”. Another difference was
that up to 1872 the charges for “insured letters” were
to be paid in cash at the post office while in 1872 the
franking of the “Zakaznoe” letters with postage
stamps became compulsory.
In paragraph 2 on page 5 (Journal 86) Lev Ratner
quotes from the new tariffs published in April 1807:
“for transmission of Bills, Debt Acknowledgements,
Letters of Trust and other money documents, to levy
a postal weight charge twice as much as the tax
usually charged for ordinary letters, leaving at the
same time the freedom to all to send ordinary letters
as before.”
I think the underlined line above should read in fact
as:
“leaving up to everyone to send, for more security,
ordinary letters in this way.”
This gives a totally different and significant meaning
to the system that was introduced. More security : is
it not for that reason we use registered mail ?
It can be stated that contrary to the prevailing
opinion, the Russian Post was, by introducing the
system of “insured letters” i.e. registration in 1807,
way ahead of most European countries.
In addition to the illustrations in Journal 81 - pages
32, 33 and 37 - I offer another four of these “insured
letters” which it has to be said are not very common.
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Front and back of a cover from KIZLYAR (Stavropol) to TAMBOV in 1846.
On the front 2 L 40 en r 3 = weight of the letter 2 lot and according the rates from 1 January 1844 : for a
letter with documents or insured letter 20 kop. per lot x 2. The r 3 are the 3 kopecks to be paid for the receipt.
On reverse three wax seals : two from the sender, one from Kizlyar post office.
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A letter dated 12 November 1849 from St. Petersburg to Riga.
On the bottom left on the front dokumentami" (with documents) and just above the charges : 2 L 40 3/ which
are the same as for the cover above. On reverse Riga arrival mark and again three wax seals of which the one
in the centre is from the St. Petersburg post office.

A letter sent on 9 September 1867 from Novogrudok (Minsk) to Minsk.
Again three wax seals as above. The charges here are now different since they were increased on 9 April 1862.;
for insured letters now 25 kop. per lot. On the front at left 3 Lo 75 kop. - ros (rospiska -receipt) 5 kop.

Cover sent in 1862 from Kamenets Podolsk via Austria to Bromberg in Prussia.
There is an impressive number of postmarks on both front and back. On the front in the upper right corner
"Via Hussiatyn to the Kingdom of Prussia" and at the bottom left ms "Strakhovoi".
From Kamenets the letter was forwarded to the Russian frontier post office in Hussiatyn (bi-lingual postmark
from 26 March on the back) - here the blue FRANCO and the also blue semi-circle "Recommandirt/Chargé/
Strakhovoe" were applied.
Forwarded then via the Austrian Lemberg where it received the RUSSIE and the typical Austrian "RECOM:
further to the Austrian-Prussian frontier where it goes on the Prussian TPO
“Oderberg-Kandrzin" where the red Recomandirt was applied
The charges are found on reverse : 82 kopecks were paid of which : 2 50 = the Russian charges 50 kop. for a 2
lot insured letter and in addition 5 kop. for the receipt.
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Registered mail of Russia
1807-1872
From Noel Warr
I hate to be picky,
especially when the articles
are so good, interesting and
informative, but it would be
good to set the record
straight.
In Part 2 of his excellent
series of articles on
Registered Mail (BJRP 87
p17), Lev Ratner discounts
the 1899 Moscow R label,
fig 38, as detailed by Harry
von Hofmann in his book
“Zakaznoe Recommandirt”.

Figure 1

Fro m i te ms in m y
collection, it is quite clear
to me that Moscow did
have R labels in 1899 and
so was ahead of the rest of
the country in this respect.
The two examples I have
(figures 1 and 2) date from
March and April 1899:
these labels are printed
entirely in red, unlike labels
from 1900 on which are in
red, with the number in
black ink - (figure 3) for a
January 1900 example.

Figure 2

In accordance with later
practice, these R labels are
used on mail going abroad,
whereas the Cyrillic labels
(BJRP 87’s figs 36 and 37)
are for use on internal
items.
It should be easy enough to
check the colour of Harry
van Hofmann’s label.

- t •

., •

Figure 3
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1878 (up to £2 for registered letters) and no
scheme of extra insurance on foreign letters until
1899.

Registration rates - Britain to Russia
from Maurice Buxton
I received the following enquiry from a non
member of our society (Maurice Buxton) and
wonder if any of our members are able to assist.
The text is followed by illustrations of the item.
“My main collection is GB registered mail, and I
have long been puzzled by the existence of special
registration rates from GB to Russia (via Belgium
and Prussia) between 1852 and 1866.
Unfortunately, the only information I have on 19th
century Russian registration is that contained in
some articles from a number of BJRP issues, circa
1980, that reside in the Wessex Federation library
(in particular David Skipton’s article in BJRP 60).
From these, I gather that there was
no real registration as such in Russia ,:
before 1871, only a related scheme
'/ A
of insured mail.

I notice from the BSRP website that you are
running a series on registered mail in BJRP at the
moment, so my apologies if all this has been
covered before. If not, I would be interested in any
details your membership could supply about the
handling of this cover in Russia and whether any
others have been recorded!”
(Maurice can be contacted by post or telephone)
Maurice Buxton
Flat A,, 178A Union Street, Torquay, TQ2 5QP,
UK
01803 291719 (home), 07881 931456 (mobile)
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However, the GB rates are well
documented. From 18 Nov 1852 the
registration fee was 9d (6d British +
3d Prussian) + 3½d per ½oz (i.e. the
share of the postage rate due to
Russia was doubled), and then from
1 Jan 1863 the registration rate was
6d (British) + 4d per ½oz (as
before). This lasted until 29 Jan 1866
when the fee was reduced to the
standard British 4d flat fee for
overseas registration.
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I had not seen an example until
recently (there were none in the
Willcocks or Sussex registered mail
sales) but have just acquired the
1862 cover (see illustrations at
right). The 3s 3d rate is correct for a
double-rate letter between ½oz and
1oz - i.e. 1s 11d postage (2x11½d) +
6d GB registration + 3d Prussian
registration + 7d Russian registration
(2x3½d).
It seems a reasonable guess from this
that registered mail from overseas
would have been treated as insured
mail within Russia and that the by
wei g h t fee rel at es to this .
Registration from GB to and via
Prussia was standard under the
relevant treaties, but there was no
insurance of any kind for GB before
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One more Zemstvos fraud fabrication
From George G. Werbizky
In BJRP No. 86 Edward Klempka in the
article “Postal Fraud and the Russian Zemstvo
Post” showed very interesting examples of re
use of Zemstvo stamps. The beneficiaries of
this activity were Zemstvo postal clerks, since
they were the ones who collected money for
required postage.
At the recent auction in Switzerland I bought
an Osa Zemstvo cover that at first glance
appeared to be legitimate (stamp shown in
figure 1).
Once the cover was in my hands and close
examination was possible, it became obvious
that the stamp was previously used - pen
cancellation is evident. Further, the bisected
portion of the stamp has three 8’s (figure 2).
A portion of the stamp is missing and a crude
attempt was made to glue the missing portion.
Nevertheless, there is a clear cancel over this
fabrication.

The “Irbit zemskaya pochta” cancellation.
From Anatoly Kiryushkin
I've forgotten that I was going to write a “letter to
the editor” regarding possible corrections for “A
new interpretation of the Irbit zemskaya pochta
cancellation” article in the last issue of the BJRP.
Regarding the term “Zemskaya pochta”
As a member fluent enough in Russian, I can say
that the traditional “Irbit Zemstvos post” is
sufficiently good wording for “Irbitskaya
zemskaya pochta”. The matter is that “Zemskaya
pochta” means a type of postal service in the
Zemstvos but not “Post of the Zemstvo”. The last
could read in Russian as “Pochta Irbitskogo
zemstva” but this kind of inscription is not
known on Zemstvos postmarks as far as I know.
Regarding the cover.
The previous owner of the cover made a nearly
correct description of the address.
To Verkhne Elensk volost,
To selo Elan,
Note: volost is a parish, which was usually an
area with several villages with the name of the
biggest one in the area or, sometimes, an area
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Figure 1. (x2)

The cover was part of
an exhibition page and
there was not any
notation to indicate that
the previous owner was
aware of what he had.
Figure 2. Enhanced detail
with its own name. Elan is one of the villages.
But as the address was written by a not welleducated person (“Verkhne” with a spelling
mistake) and Verkhne Elensk volost was too far
away from Elan village, up Ilenka river. So the
address was corrected above with another hand
(probably postal employee who collected the
letter) for Nizhneilensk volost.
Since between the 1st and 2nd postmarks is a 9
day period of time, it looks as though the latter
was collected on 30th March on another postal
route west of Irbit (it explains the mistake with
volost as the sender was not too familiar with the
area he stated “something like that” i.e. Upper
Elensk instead of Lower Ilensk) and delivered to
Irbit where it was passed to another route and
was delivered to Elan on 8th April. Although I
was not able to find Elan on old maps it is shown
as a big enough place on modern maps situated a
few miles west of the mouth of the Ilenka river
(that's why the name of the volost is Lower
Ilensk).
In Elan the letter missed the addressee - the
postmaster’s inscription on the reverse states
“(addressee) moved to Irbit”. So the letter
followed the route back to Irbit where the 10th
April postmark was applied on delivery to the
addressee.
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Odessa’s Currency Stamps
From Ivo Steijn
Pick’s is a fairly general catalogue, and is
therefore not terribly informative about these
enigmatic stamps. Fortunately, recent years have
seen a veritable boom in numismatic handbooks in
Russia, and an excellent reference to consult is
P.F. Ryabchenko & V.I. Butko’s “Paper money of
Ukraine” (published in Kiev, 1999).
Their listing lumps these three currency stamps
together with banknotes of 3, 5, 10, 25 and 50
roubles and give a date of issue of 1917. If this is
correct it must have been late 1917, as some other
listings give a date of issue of 1918. All
catalogues agree on the entity that issued the
money tokens: the Gorodskoe Upravlenie (Town
Government) of Odessa. The design of the
banknotes certainly supports this origin: preRevolutionary ornateness, no Ukrainian
nationalist symbols and lots of Odessa heraldry.
Ryabchenko and Butko also list a 5k. money
stamp and denote it as “R”. Since it has never
been recorded in the literature that I am aware of,
I’m inclined to agree with their assessment.

From Marcus Sherwood-Jenkins
Comments arising from the recent article by Ian
Baillie in BJRP:
1)
Ian implies that the “standard catalogue of
World paper money” which lists the Odessa
currency stamps is hard to find. This is not so - it
is stocked by Stanley Gibbons and is available
either at their Strand shop (the latest edition is in)
and by mail. The catalogue is divided into pre
and post- 1960 issues and has a supplementary
catalogue for provisional issues.
2)
I have a number of the Odessa currency
stamps in my collection; a quick but not thorough
inspection reveals:
a) An unused and pristine copy of the 15
kopeck brown.
b) 3 copies of the highly elusive 50 kopeck
stamp (bringing the known total to 8) Two of
these are on a whitish thin card/heavy paper whilst
the third is on a buff paper/card of the same
thickness with a significantly darker orange and
blue-green inks.
c) Ian does not mention the serial numbers
and letters present on the reverse of the 50
kopeck - it was money and this value at least has

I

serial numbers as do any currency notes. I have
three different number ranges. If the number
ranges of known copies are compared this may
give some indication of printing volumes 
obviously the more stamps coming out of the
woodwork the better in this respect.
d) The serial numbers take the form of two
letters on the left of the stamp and four numbers
on the right.
That illustrated in Ian’s article is serial AD 2773
My three examples are:
A ä 4642
A E 2739
A â 0076
There is also a two volume encyclopaedia of
Russian (and associated territories) money that
was published in St. Petersburg. Unfortunately I
have only volume 1 which deals with government
issues whilst the local administration issues are
detailed in volume 2.

Registered mail.
From Tony Adams ( Down Under)
I have been a member of BSRP since 1983 and
have enjoyed receiving and reading the journal
since volume 60. In the current volume, 88, there
is the third article by Lev Ratner on registered
mail.
I am in the process of preparing an exhibit for a
National Australia Exhibition (Tasmania
2003) which includes a section on the use of tax
stamps for philatelic exchange. Two of the covers
I have are registered and I am trying to describe
them as fully as possible. The main interest of the
exhibit is in the tax stamps on the back but the
front is also well worth describing.
The registration labels on the two covers I have
are in Roman script in French (Moscou). One
dated 1927 has the R in a separate box on the right
hand side of the label. It is printed in red on toned
paper and the number 727 is in black. The other is
dated 1929 and has the R in the same box but on
the left hand side and the number this time is 9
which is also in red. On this cover there is also a
black handstamp of a circle (diameter about 13
mm) with a three digit number across the top of
which the first digit is 5 and underneath this is the
letter D.
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My questions include:
Is Moscou in French because the letters are
addressed to foreign countries?
Can anything useful be said about the
different styles of labels?
What, if anything can be gleaned from the
numbers on the labels?

indistinct transit stamp (in English, I think) dated
18 5 27. The only thing I can be sure of is that the
end of the name on that stamp is MAN. Any help
in deciphering the route would be most welcome.
The postage stamp value is 28 kopecks.
I hope you don’t mind this intrusion but it is the
first time I have tried to get information from
another member in 20 years. We are very isolated
down here in the antipodes but email reduces the
tyranny of distance to manageable proportions!

Is the D for Delivery?
Finally, the 1927 cover is from Moscow to
Sydney, Australia. I can’t see from the postmark
when it was posted but there is a transit stamp
from Venice (in Italian) dated 16 5 27 and then an

Cancelled ‘Doplatit’
From Alan Violet
Alan sent a cover (enhanced illustration below),
posted in Khabarovsk 14-11-19 to which a
doplatit mark (without value) has been applied
and subsequently cancelled.

Should anyone be interested, I can, of course, send
good quality scans of the covers.
(Tony can be contacted on his e-mail address
pamandtony@bigpond.com )

It has been suggested that the mark was initially
applied without taking into consideration the
surcharges on the 2 kopek arms stamps but
subsequently cancelled when the surcharge was
realised.
Any comments would be welcome.
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Reviews
CATALOGUE OF PROPAGANDAAdvertising postal cards of the U.S.S.R.
1927-1934;
by George V. Shalimoff and George B. Shaw;
edited by Jean R. Walton; published by the United
Postal Stationery Society, PO Box 1792, Norfolk,
Virginia 23501-1792, USA, 2002. ISBN 09670045-7-8. viii, 280 pages. Price $50 plus
postage
This work is much more than just a ‘catalogue’. It
begins with ‘An overview of Soviet propagandaadvertising postal cards’), which clearly explains
the status and objectives of the cards; this is
followed by an outline of the major political
themes, illustrations of the stamp dies used and a
classification of the various formats adopted.
The catalogue proper lists the 308 cards in
chronological order, left-hand pages each have
four panels giving date, number, stamp die,
design, English translation of text, the issuing
authority and its reference number, and the
number printed; right-hand pages illustrate the
‘cachet’ or design which appears on the cards.
The main catalogue is followed by a separate
listing of the 24 very scarce ‘Forerunner cards’
issued in 1926-7, the last years of the ‘New
Economic Policy’, all bearing the 3-kopeck Red
Army Soldier die. These cards had advertisements
on address and verso sides, both of which are
illustrated, with translations on the facing pages.
Then comes a listing of the 10 cards known as
‘Tashkent cards’ issued by two agencies in
Tashkent in 1924 and 1929-31.
For reference purposes there is a detailed index by
topics; a concordance relating the listings to those
in the Michel, Higgins & Gage and Listov
catalogues; a ‘card finder’, which not only enables
quick identification of cards but also includes a
value indicator for both unused and used
examples; a glossary of Russian abbreviations and
acronyms, a list of sources and an index by
subjects to page numbers.
Most collectors – especially those who have
acquired a few of these cards and have wondered
what they were - will find that this book satisfies a
very long-felt need. Writing as a collector who
has used a great many philatelic reference books I
find this one quite outstanding in the clarity of its

presentation, its thoughtfulness in providing every
possible approach to its subject and - a real joy –
the lucidity of good English in the text. The
authors, the editor and the United Postal
Stationery Society are to be congratulated on a
magnificent work.
One further point: Pages 237-240 mention ‘Some
related areas needing further study’. I recently
contributed a short article to ‘Postal
History’ [Journal of the Postal History Society],
illustrating a small selection of Soviet propaganda
cards and adding the question ‘Were they really
effective?’ - Did farmers breed more rabbits, grow
more sugar beet? Were foreigners more interested
in buying Soviet rubber products or taking
holidays in the Caucasus? Was the production of
several hundred million propaganda cards worth
while? A possible field for research into ‘social
postal history’.
Finally, can we hope - some day - for a similar
catalogue of Soviet, propaganda advertising
envelopes?

George Henderson (Hon. Librarian)

Postmarks of the Russian Empire – PreAdhesive Period – by Manfred A. Dobin Issued 2002.
Price 29 Euros (excluding postage) – Hardback –
424 Pages – Published by Standart Collection St
Petersburg, Russia
(I can obtain copies of this catalogue for those
interested)
This is the 2nd edition written and researched by
Manfred Dobin and equally as good as the 1st
edition, which was published some eight years
ago. It covers the introduction and usage of
postmarks in Russia from around 1765 until the
mid 1860’s and is laid out in the same format as
the first edition with the historical survey and the
catalogued pre-adhesive postmarks. The catalogue
structure is explained in both the English and
Russian language. Illustrations are from the
author’s own collection, from private collections
and from archives (I think it would have been apt
to credit the illustrations individually). Eight years
having passed since the 1st edition have allowed
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the cataloguing and inclusion of new material/
postmarks to be supplemented or included, and we
now have a full revised catalogue. There are over
two and a half thousand postmark illustrations of
this pre-adhesive period and this book has been
supplemented with a sixteen page section at the
end, which covers special transit postmarks of
Austria and Prussia headed ‘Correspondence from
Russia abroad’. As with the format of the 1st
edition each postal region is numbered and starts
with a map, followed by postmark illustrations
and then a table with the following columns
starting with a postmark code, type of design,
dimensions (to the nearest 0.5 mm), known period
of use, additional; usage of postmark, colour of
postmark, other information and finally a degree
of rarity.
This is a fine edition and reference work for the
Russian pre-adhesive collector, which reflects the
further eight years research that the author has
spent in updating his original works. I thoroughly
recommend this 2nd edition.

Lenard Tiller

ROSSICA,
The Journal of the Rossica Society of Russian
Philately. 108 pages, softbound. Subscription (two
issues) US$40:00. All enquiries to Gary A Combs,
8241 Chalet Court, Millersville, MD 21108, USA.

No. 138, Spring 2002
Jeff Radcliffe (editor) must be congratulated in
putting this issue together with no less than 14
articles taking up this 108 page issue. Following
the Editorial and the President’s message we are
led into “New Zemstvo items” by George
Werbitzky and on to “An unknown local
provisional” by Alexander Epstein. We are then
treated with 8 illustrations from “Reverse
propaganda postcards” by Eugene Dreger before
entering 9 pages of “The first Russian air mail
stamp - varieties, fakes and uses” by Adolph
Ackerman. An interesting article called “What is
that? Stamp-like Russian paper” by Lloyd
Kannenberg is followed by “Russian World War 1
Mail from Western Armenia” by Alfred Kugel.
For the Zemstvo collectors, a 21 page article by
George Werbitzky contains 35 illustrations, and
well documented in alphabetical order,
“Unrecognised and unrecorded Zemstvo mail”.
For those who collect stamps (and Rossica is not
alone in encouraging more articles on stamps) a
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new column has been introduced called “Fly
Specker”. Greg Mirsky, David Waterman & the
Rossica Northern California Chapter are going to
feature errors and varieties on stamps We kick off
in this issue with examples from the 10k. 1904
War Charity issue and the 1914 War Charity
Issue. Readers are invited to ‘share’ their
unknown or little known errors and varieties on
stamps with Rossica. Philip Robinson then tells us
about the “Voyage of the ‘Shchel’ya’ ” which
leads to Gary Comb’s 21 page article entitled
“Moscow Censorship During World War 1”,
which is complemented by a small table and 35
illustrations. Alexander Epstein the writes about
“Some riddles of World War 1 mail from
Romania”, while Ivo Steijn is the last contributor
with “IZHITSA (bless you) and Other
Conspiracies”. There then follow 16 pages
detailing Society Publications for sale, Philatelic
Reviews and Library Notes.

No. 139, Fall 2002
17 articles furnish this edition and after the
editorial and President’s Message, we start with a
short “A new variety of…no wait!” by Ivo Steijn
and then into “Registration Labels Used in
German-Occupied Soviet Union” by George
Werbitzky. Gary Combs gives us his view about
the “Anatomy of a postcard” and then he assists
Edward Bubis in translating a part of the “1909
Postal Regulations, chapter 7” which deals with
the transfer of money. Alexander Epstein gives us
“Two more items of Zemstvo interest” which is
followed by Norman Lurch’s “A strange Soviet
postcard”, for which he is seeking assistance in
the translation of some Turkic type language.
David Skipton’s article “The Little Grandmother
of the Russian Revolution” is an interesting story
about Yekaterina Konstantinovna BreshkoBreskovskaya, illustrated with postcards and
letters that she sent. It is a pleasure to read short
articles like this every so often with some added
philatelic reference; it makes our journals so much
more interesting to read. “C.M.T. surcharges sorting the ‘G’ from the ‘F’ ” by Trevor Pateman
is an invitation for experts in the field of these
surcharges applied to Austro-Hungarian stamps to
comment on Trevor’s listing of the genuine from
the forged issues. We continue with “Societé des
Moteurs Gnome” by Gary Combs, “Poltava
Zemstvo revisited” by George Werbitzky,
“Philately and politics in Russia” by Vadim
Medish and “Unsolicited comments on Russian
paper currency” by George Werbitzky. “Fly
Specker 139” by Greg Mirsky & David Waterman
include some unlisted varieties of three soviet
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stamps and George Shalimoff contributed some
examples of the constant variety (a dot) on some
of the imperial 3k., 5k., & 8k. issues. Ivo Steijn’s
“OOH-LA-LA in Siberia” is followed by Meer
Kossoy’s “Political Censorship in
Russia” (translated by David Skipton), “The
Turkish Occupation of Transcaucasia in 1918” by
Alfred Kugel, and “When did it happen?” by Gary
Combs. The journal finishes of with 4 pages of
philatelic reviews and Jeff Radcliffe’s “From the
Webmaster’s Domain”, a short piece about the
Rossica web site.
Both the above journals are well worth the
subscription (I am now thinking of subscribing
after many years of ‘pondering’) and are an
excellent source of information.

Lenard Tiller
THE FINNISH PHILATELIST –
Newsletter published quarterly by the Finnish
Study Group (FSG) of the Scandinavian
Collectors Club (SCC). 32 pages, softbound.
Newsletter is free of charge to members of FSG,
but a postage/printing contribution of US$5 / 10.
should be sent to the editor Roger P. Quinby, P.O.
Box 738, Clifton Park, NY 12065. E-mail
rpquinby@aol.com. Roger can also pass on
society membership enquiries.

Vol. 7 No. 2 , May 2002 -Whole Number 23
The Finnish Philatelist journal contains another
array of compacted articles, starting with some
New Issues of Finland, this is followed by a short
article on the “Reverse side important on m/75
and other stamps” by Heikki Reinikainen and the
“Finska Stasjernvagarna cover’s 40 kopek rate
puzzle solved”. This leads us into 7 pages of text
and illustrations on the "Rarest of Finnish
Stationeries” by Harris Sihtola followed by a four
page article on the “Identification of Senate 20
Penni, Type 1875, Cliches 1, 11 & 111” by Heikki
Reinikainen. We then enjoy our continuing series
(7 pages) “The Golden Age of Finnish Philately –
Part 2a” by Heikki Pahlman, edited by Roger
Quinby and finalise with 7 pages the “History of
Railroad Mail Transport in Finland 1862-1995 –
Chapter 1” by Ilkka Teerijoki. Nearly all of these
articles have been translated by Carita Parker and
I must say that she does an excellent job.

Vol. 7 No. 3, August 2002 -Whole Number 24
We start with “Strong accusations from Nordisk

Filateli” in which Heikki Pahlman (a regular
contributor to Finnish Philatelist and a noteworthy
Postal Historian on Finnish Philately) has received
severe criticism from the Swedish publication for
an exhibit in the Nordia 2001 and his award by the
judges of the Grand Prix. This is followed by a
short on the “T.e’’ mark written in blue pencil at
Helsinki Railroad Station Post Office and “Letter
in the Middle of Conflict”. Additional Information
on “Tornio Censor Stamp No. 8” shows three
illustrations on cover, postcard and piece is
followed by “Type 1975 – Super beautiful
clipping forgeries” by Heikki Reinikainen of the
Finnish Federation Expertising Committee. Kari
Vehmaro writes about the “First Finnish
Commemorative – The 1922 Red Cross Issue”,
and Heikki Reinikairen asks, “What do the rough
perforations tell us?” .Then onto my favourite
series (9 pages) “The Golden Age of Finnish
Philately – Part 2b” by Heikki Pahlman and
translated by Roger Quinby which is followed by
another excellent series covering 11 pages of the
“History of railroad mail transport in Finland,
1862-1995 - Part 3” by Ilkka Teerijoki. We finish
off with a short write-up by Heikki Reinikailen
called “About Faberge Auctions & Carl E
Pelander”. Again nearly all articles translated by
Carita Parker.

Vol. 7 No. 4, November 2002 - Whole
Number 25
Roger Quinby’s editorial centres on Nordic
philately and the Nordia 2002 exhibition, which is
followed by an obituary to Rolf Gunnerson a well
know ambassador for Finnish Philately. We open
with features on some of the new issues of Finland
with “Traditional Features” which take us into
“m75, Senate 2 Penni Sag – Source of
Annoyance”. There is short article written about
“Two Finnish postal cards with virtually unknown
St. Petersburg pen cancellations” being offered on
ebay. Investigation into these elusive marks
proved genuine and shows that you still have to
very careful what and where you buy. “1900 Rural
domestic cover with numeral departure postmark
and mail stop arrival mark” is followed by a short
piece written by Jaakko Kemppainen on “Aarne
Haapakoski, a Great Collector of Meander
Letters”. This aptly leads us into “Origin of socalled ‘Meander’ figures in the Crown Post” and
‘Meander’ figures in the Crown Post”, both
written by Rolf Gronlund. Both articles make very
interesting reading, as does my favourite “Golden
Age of Finnish Philately – Part 5a the Crown
Post”, taking us through the next 8 pages.
“Temporary station cancellations on the Wyborg
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St. Petersburg Rail Line in the 1800’s” is one for
the railway enthusiasts, as is the final article,
chapter III of the History of railroad mail transport
in Finland 1862-1995” by Ilkka Teerijoki and ably
translated by Carita Parker.

Lenard Tiller

THE BALTIC AREA, No. 40, June 2002
(In Dutch)
Published by Philatelists Group, Netherlands. 24
A4 pages, softbound. Subscription: 20 Euros.
Editor: J Kaptein, Reigerskamp 705, 3607 JP
Maarssen, Netherlands.
In a slimmer than usual volume this time we find
three main articles. W Apsit writes Part 3 of “The
Latvian stamps on maps”. With all the to-ing and
fro-ing of the combatant forces around 1918, it as
surprising that the newly independent Latvian
postal service functioned at all, but the author
shows a varied selection of examples of its use
during the first 15 months of its existence.
J Kaptein looks at “Klapeida-Memel: a special
area”, outlining its postal history from early days
and identifying the post offices and TPOs in use
up to its absorption into Lithuania.
In “Returning to …”, R v Wijnen adds to previous
articles on Russian postal stationery subsequently
used in Latvia and printed ‘company’ items,
including that of the pharmacist who
diplomatically (or was it a matter of selfpreservation?) crossed out his name and address,
printed in Cyrillic script, during the German
occupation of Riga., (leaving incidentally his
alternative heading in French). Society news,
literature reviews and reviews of pertinent
websites constitute the remainder.

Dennis Page
GERMAN JOURNAL FOR RUSSIAN
PHILATELY. (in German)
Published by Phil. ArGe Russland/UdSSR,
Germany. 68 A4 pages, softbound. Editor - Albert
Pflüger, Eckenheimer Landstrasse 13, 60318
Frankfurt, Germany.

Issue No. 76, June 2002.
The descriptions of ‘new’ finds in “Collectors
present: errors and varieties in the stamps of
Russia and the USSR” continue apace from the
sources of N Wladinetz, J Servotte and L Hovest
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while M Nolte illustrates an item which poses the
question “Is this the last Russian Field Post letter
from Germany?” T Willhöft revises recently
published knowledge for postmark specialists in
“Yet again dot numeral cancellations” and
K Buschner put the “Stamps of the USSR under
the fluorescent lamp”. M Nolte describes the new
role assigned to reprints of the high value issues
of 1984 as the Soviet Union disintegrated in
“Even a modern stamp can make a good story”.
A Epstein continues his systematic and lavishly
illustrated study of “Russian field posts in East
Prussia during the first world war”. A Pflüger asks
if his illustrated cover carries an “Unknown
triangular cachet on a field post letter of 1941?”. A
Winokurow and W Lewandowski open a detailed
study of “Railway post in Russia since 1918” with
Part 1. In “Arms-type control seals and post code
numbers on money transfer forms of the USSR
1990”, J Ozolins identifies a comprehensive list of
types in this specialised study area.
Finally H-W Reinboth looks at a particular theme
in “Greetings envelopes in the postal stationery of
the Soviet Union from 1954 to 1991”. The
remainder of the journal comprises society news
(13 pages), literature reviews (5 pages), new
issues (9 pages) and advertisements.

Issue No. 77, November 2002.
A Pflüger continues his detailed study on The
organisation of the Zemstvo posts - Part 3 The
Zemstvos post of Saransk”. L Hovest and
G Holitschke have more items in “Collectors
present: errors and varieties in the stamps of
Russia and the USSR” and also illustrate a 1964
stamp withdrawn before issue but which managed
to escape the net. In “Remarkable overprints on
stamps of the Soviet Union”, S Asratian tells how
he came across overprints on USSR stamps,
previously unknown to him, issued at Nolinsk in
Kirov oblast. He tracked down an ‘official’ source
(since disappeared into silence) and obtained some
remainders and a few postally used covers.
Definitely used in 1993 but by what authority?
M Rathmann shows four covers with the scarce
“Datestamp ‘St. Petersburg MSK’ ” that was used
at the Nikolaev station for mail incoming from
Moscow. A Winokurow and W Lewandowski
continue a study of “Railway post in Russia since
1918 - Part II” and N Wladinetz throws some light
on issues produced since 1996 in the name of yet
another ‘republic’ in “Cis-Nestrian Moldavian
Republic from a philatelic viewpoint. Part II 1996
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2000”. M Nolte travels “The road from Moscow to
Berlin - Field post examples from WW2” with
covers sent during the period 1941 - 1945, while
H-W Reinboth builds a hierarchical structure for
“Postal stationery - postcards of the Soviet
Union”. The issue also includes 7 pages of Society
news, 4 pages of literature reviews, 10 pages of
new issues and some advertising.

Dennis Page

ПОЧТА (POCHTA), Issue 32 – July 2002.
The Journal of the Australia & New Zealand
Society of Russian Philately – Subscription details
from Norman Banfield, 14 Rata Road, Raumati,
Wellington 6450, New Zealand, e-mail
normanb@xtra.co.nz. Subscription NZ$ 30:00
(surface) NZ$ 36:00 (airmail). Editor Dr Ross
Marshall, P.O.Box 7, Otorohanga, New Zealand
2564. e-mail Marshall.R@xtra.co.nz
Another enjoyable read, full of interesting articles
and featuring a four-page colour centre spread,
which enhances the journal no end.
We start with the “Correspondence Russia”
section which features items of mail sent to or
from ‘down under’ to/from Russia/Former Soviet
Union/Baltic States. This is followed by “How to
Make Money from Paper”, by Miron Lam
(another way for the Soviet Union to increase
revenues into the state coffers via the port office),
aptly leads us into Ross Marshall’s “Notification
of Receipt Postcards Postal Rates”. Alexander
Epstein treats us to seven pages of “Looking for
the Place of Censorship”, with the next 11 pages
(some illustrations in colour) dealing with “Cash
on Delivery” written by Robert Taylor. Norman
Banfield’s “Russia WWI - A New Zealand
Connection” is followed by Hal Vogel’s “Two
Forerunners” which is followed by four articles
from Ross Marshall, “Moscow-Mirnyy-Moscow
Flights 1963-1964”, “Hussiatyn: Russia-AustroHungarian Border Post Office”, “Admiral
Nakimov the Russian ‘Titanic’ ’’ and finally
“Cherevichnyy-Polar Aviator - First Antarctic
Expedition 1955-1957”. The journal finalises with
“New Issues for 2002” and reviews of BJRP 87
and Yamshik 49. The society has a CD Rom
available with issues 1 – 32 priced at NZ$ 110;
details from the editor.

PHILATELIA BALTICA, (In German)
Published by Latvian Research Association in the
Federation of German Philatelists, Germany. 32
A5 pages, softbound. Editor: H v Hofmann,,
Postfach 56 01 56, 22551 Hamburg, Germany.

No. 113, May 2002
In a series of short items, H v Hofmann enthuses
over recently unearthed archived stamps of the
‘large arms’ type of 1923 in “Sensation after more
than 70 years” and warns of buying items “Sold as
is”. H Lukaschewitz illustrates a 1930 money
order, initially not paid out because the forename
of the resident at the address did not agree with
that written on the order, but subsequently
completed after enquiries by the post office
confirmed that he was indeed the intended
recipient. Now there’s service for you!
K-R Lehr looks at small printing variations in
“About money orders...and other forms”,
H v Hofmann exposes another blatant counterfeit
in “One can only marvel…”and warns of forgeries
in “Caution: ‘Kurland’ value handstamp” while
I Snikeris offers postal evidence of German
prisoners of war detained long after the cessation
of hostilities in WW2 in “...letter from Windau,
1946”. There follow 13 pages of advertising
cachets, automatically dispensed labels, new
issues and special postmarks, plus Society news.

No. 114, November 2002
K-R Lehr list the “... ordinary postmarks of
Latvia” while H v Hofmann describes an attractive
cover to Egypt in “An unusual letter - Riga Birža”
and quotes an “Old German farmer’s saying even small cattle make manure” to emphasise that
forgeries don’t have to be of rare and expensive
items to make money.
Descriptions follow of the “New International
Reply Coupon in Latvia”, a Soviet postal
stationery item used as “Express Mail Service
from Riga in 1992” and the recent “Courier post
in Latvia with its own postmark”. The remainder
of the journal covers “New issues”, “Special
postmarks”, reviews and the members’ “Postbox”.

Dennis Page

Lenard Tiller
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THE UKRAINE
(In German)

PHILATELIST,

Published by Ukraine Philatelist Association in
the Federation of German Philatelists,
Sudenburger Wuhne 12, D-39112 Magdeburg
Germany. 56 & 68 A5 pages, softbound.

No. 61, June 2002
New stamps are described that follow the theme
“The Scythians - From Ukraine’s history” and M
Ludwig makes political comment in “Between the
worlds”. A Stollberg describes and illustrates with
modern issues “The Cossacks and their leader 
the Hetman” and looks back at “The stamps of the
Ukrainian SSR of 1923”. M Althen looks at
“German post in Poland - service with Ukraine”
including a curious official reprimand ‘Too long’
for a letter that had exceeded the permitted
number of pages. A Stollberg describes “The
provisional stamps of Yalta, 1993”, treads the
contentious area of “Philatelic letters” and offers
the study of the development of postal rates since
1992 as “A suggestion for a postal history
collection” - quite a task! The issue continues the
listing of Ukrainian postal stationery and special
postmarks

No. 1, Year 20, February 2002
H J Horstmann reviews the “Ukrainian ‘letter
indication’ stamps of 1994 to 2001”

No. 2, Year 20, May 2002
A J v Oosten looks at the stamps and postal history
relating to the multi-named “Dorpat/Djerpt/
Joerjev/Tartu”

No. 3, Year 20, September 2002
In a 16 page article A J v Oosten looks at the
philatelic and cultural history of “The Memel area:
land on the margin of history” and H J Horstmann
illustrates “Forces post in Russia”.

No. 4, Year 20, November 2002
T Jansen explores the “Postal stationery of
Georgia”.

Dennis Page

No. 62, Autumn 2002
Following the political comment of M Ludwig, we
arrive “Once more in Yalta” but are overwhelmed
by its recent political history rather than its
philately. There follow “The local issues of
Cholm” and, from K Leminski, “The city post in
Kiev and the Jewish communications network
(19th century)”, before exploring the
multitudinous “Local issues of Kiev (1992) and
“The provisional of Chernigiv” arising from 1992
1995. There are 24 pages of listings of special
postmarks, postal stationery material and NVI
stamps.

Dennis Page

EASTERN EUROPE PHILATELY,
(in Dutch)
Published by Filatelistische Contactgroep Oost
Europa, Netherlands. 32 A5 pages, softbound,
quarterly. Editor G R J Jansen, Grotestraat 37,
7478 AB Diepenheim, Netherlands.

SERIOUS COLLECTOR
of Zemstvo rarities and
specialities, interested in early
items, special studies of different
districts and postal history, would
like to contact other students
of Zemstvo Philately. I am willing
to exchange and/or buy
interesting and rare material.
I am also interested in Imperial
pre 1840 stampless covers and
would consider purchasing a
collection or fine individual
items. Please contact
Ilya Strebulaev
14 Melcombe Regis Court
59 Weymouth Street
London W1G 8NS
e-mail istrebulaev@london.edu

(Articles on the ‘Russia’ area only reviewed)
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STAMP DEALING OPPORTUNITY
If you like the idea of having your own Stand at weekend Stamp
Fairs in your area, but don't want to put a lot of money into stock, I
may have the answer. I can supply you with a distinctive stock on
the easystamps system which I currently operate at London
Philatex. There I offer stamp and cover lots uniformly packed,
boxed and priced at £5 each, currently specialised to Russia, the
Baltics, Germany, Austria, Eastern Europe and the Caucasus - but
developing all the time. Lighter than stockbooks and easy to
transport, a stock of 50 to 100 easystamps boxes, each
containing 50 to 200 lots, would be supplied to you against a
nominal deposit on their total retail value. A simple proceedssharing agreement would include the terms of my commitment to
keep the boxes filled with appropriate, good-value material, so that
every item sold is replaced by another.
I am a member of the BSRP and of the Philatelic Traders' Society.
I am looking for (fairly informal) franchise partners who would
service Stamp Fairs in these areas: England north of Watford,
Scotland, Wales, South West England, Ireland (North and South).
If you like the idea and are v,illing to put in two to four days work a
month at Fairs of your own choice, please contact me:
Trevor Pateman, Unit 10, 91 Western Road,
Brighton BN1 2NW.Tel 01273 772 922.
email: trevor@trevorpateman.co.uk
PS: I own the domain name for easystamps.co.uk and if the scheme I'm
proposing gets under way successfully, then a website could be created to
publicise what's happening ...

